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DYNAMITE

FAST HOUSE HELD ONE BUGGENHEIMS TO DEVELOP

GOES CHICAGO'S

OFF WITH SAD

TRAIN WAS

OF BUSIEST

RESULT

DERAILED

SESSIONS

PASSENGER

DURING

KENTUCKY

SHOT

BILL TO CHANCE

IN

THE

BOUNDARIES

TRIAL

OF QUAY

After Seven Years Greene and Senator Chauncy Depew Held as Sneaker Baca Introduces Bill to
Call Delegates In ConstituWitness Before Coroner s Jury
Caynor Still Evade Their
In Wreck Case.
tional Convention.
Punishment.
Tivoli, N. Y., Mar. 6. The limited
fast train from Chicago for New
York, on the New York Central &
Hudson River railroad, was partially
derailed while passing through Tivoli
at 5:40 this morning and ten persons
were Injured, many others sustaining slight brulttes. At a point eight
hundred feet south of Tivoli station.
while passing over the interlocking
switch on the straight track, three of
the rear cars, two Bleepers and a
diner, were derailed. The rest of the
train remained on the track. The de
railed cars crashed Into a string of
were over
freights. The freights
turned but the passenger cars re
ily.
Only the presence
mained upright.
prevented the pas
freights
of
the
VTK INDIANS ItKFCSK
senger cars from going over the en
POW-.WOWITH IIAIiL. bankment Into the Hudson with a
Sturgis, S. D., March 6. More ex- possible loss of life.
citement is reported from the Ute
Indian camp near Fort Meade. Cap MISSOURI PACIFIC IS
tain Hall has arrived from Unitah
HELD UP AND HOIUIED.
reservation, in Utah, for the purpoio
Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 6. At a
to Induce the general superintendents office of the
of holding a pow-woIndians to return to Utah.
Hall is Missouri Pacific, here today, it was
unpopular with the Utes and when stated that W. O. Westlake, the pasthey heard of his arrival they be- senger who was shot in the last
came greatly aroused.
Chief Appah night's holdup of the north bound
is said to have sent word to Hall not train, 310, near Pittsburg, Kansas, is
to come to the camp, fearing trouble not seriously injured. Westlake. was
If ithe young bucks saw him. The shot In the arm by one of the two
pow-wowas held at Fort Meade, train robbers who were going through
but only a few chiefs attended and the train robbing the passengers, or
the outcome Is not yet known.
fleers are scouring the country for
the bandits but as yet have no clue,
KENTUCKY COUIIT HOUSE
OCCUPIED MY TIlOOrK. NEW YORK SENATOR
Lexington, Ky., March 6. Forty
HELD IN WRECK CASE,
Washington, D. C, Mar. 6. Sen
men of the Frankfort company of
Depew, one of the diChaunoey
ator
state guards, under the command of
Adjutant General Lawrence and Cap- rectors of the New York Central, held
tain Longmlre, arrived here tits by the coroner's Inquiry into the
morning and left for Jackson to re- wreck in the Bronx, February 16
main during the trial of Judge James when 23 were killed, will go to New
Hargis, on the charge of the murder York this afternoon to consult with
counsel of the road. He said to
of Dr. B. D. Cox.
The soldiers will the
day that he had been summoned to
report to Judge Came, who Is try- appear
but would be guided by the
ing the case, and will be placed in
.
advice of counsel. - the court house.
'
ELKS
TO
ASSEMBLE
OltEENE AND GAYNOlt
AT PHILADELPHIA,
NOT SENTENCED YET.
Philadelphia, Pa., Mar. 5. Judge
New Orleans, March 6. The cele- Henry A. Melvln, of Oakland, Cal.,
brated case of Benjamin H. Greene the grand exalted ruler of the order
and John F. Gaynor, charged with of Elks, who is at present in this
conspiracy against the United States eity making arrangements for the
government, was called for argument forthcoming convention of the memtoday before the United States cir- bers of the order states that when
cuit court of appeals. This case has the convention nssombles on July 15,
been pending for more than seven no less than 200,000 members will
years in one farm or another involving be present.
He also states that no
arguments before the Judicial author- expense is being spared to make the
greatest
country,
the country has
Canada and parade the
ities of this
England.
They are under sentence ever seen.
Imprisonment eah,
of four years'
and to pay a fine of (576,000, and are START CONSTRUCTION OF
now In Jail at Macon pending the reLARGE COTTON MILL,
Montreal,
Mar. 5. Work com
sult of the appeal which is now being argued.
menced today on a new cotton mill
here which, when completed, will give
employment to nearly 1,000 hands.
ENOKMOUS COTTON' CHOP
ItAISKD IN OKLAHOMA. it will save l.zoo looms and to.uoo
Washington, D. C, Mar. 6. It is spindles. W. J. Whitehead, formerly
estimated by the bureau of agricul- of the Dominion Textile factory Is
ture that Oklahoma and Indian Ter- the promoter of the company, which
ritory will raise 1.000,000 bales of has a capital
Mr.
of $2,000,000.
cotton this year. This means
Whitehead says the demand for cotpaid in cosh in about one-ha- lf ton goods in Canada is great and
the geographical area of the that the tremendous development of
state, or almost $50 per capita to the Dominion at large lias grown
every man, woman and child. The away beyond the capacity
of the
cotton ia running from 36 to 37 per present source of supply.
cent lint. The staple is good and
late weather conditions have been GARFIELD TOOK THE
favorable to color. There are great
OATH OF OFFICE TODAY.
Washington,
complaints of the scarcity of cars and
Mar. 5, James R,
laborers and to relieve the pressure Garfield took the oath of office as
railroad companies are moving both secretary of the Interior today. The
baled and seed cotton In open fiat oath was administered In the office
cars.
of the secretary by Warren Choate,
chief clerk of the bureau of cor
LARGE AMOUNT ()!' (iOI.D
porations.
1UX E1VKD AT .SEATTLE.
The to- TO SEE WORK DONE
Seattle, Wash., Mar. 6.
tal value of gold received at the
ON PANAMA CANAL.
United States assay office at SeatNew York, Mar. 6. For the West
tle, Wash., in 106, was $23,34,93S, IndteH, the Spanish maiite and a
in two days' stop at Colon, that tho
as compared
with $18,873,850
1905.
The year Just closed was a Panama canal worn may be visited,
record one, the highest total of any the steamship Beluecher of the Ham- previous vear having been $ 22.1:16. hnrir.Amprlfan linn Riilteii tmlav
796 in 1900.
Of the gold received cabins full. In the large party are
last year $5,670,086 was from the several members of congress, Includ$16,141,4
Canadian Yukon. and
ing Speaker Cannon, who takes the
fiom Alaska.
The grand total of trip to see for himself the operations
gold received nt tills office since Us upon the Isthmios.
$139,353,686,
is
of
establishment
which Alaska contributed $47.n0.-09- M KMISEK OF CARNEGIE
$82,365,-35the Canadian Yukon
STEEL COMPANY DIES.
and British Columbia $8,113,-K6Pittsburg, Mar. 6. Colonel Homer
The remainder came from Ore-gu- J. Lind.-uassistant to tho presiWashington, Idaho and Mon- dent of the Carnegie Steel company,
tana, with a small amount from
died today of Bright's disease. He
sources.
was one of Andrew Carnegie's "young
partners," having entered the employ
FARMERS INSTITUTE 1MS- company as a telegraph operof
CUS.NING AGRICULTURE. atorthewhen eighteen years old.
.Mont., Mar. 5. At the
Missoul'i.
Farmers Institute convention which
SELECTS GOV- was held here today there were some ROOSEVELT
VERNOIC FOR lORTO RICO.
by prominent
important addresses
Washington, Mar. 6. Henri Post,
I. 1). o'Donnell
spoke on Bay
people.
Port, L. I., former assemblyman
the irrigation of land and described of
district, has been selected by
the different methods In vogue, and the that
governor of the Ispresident
Professor K. T. Tannatt, of tho state land of Porto as
Kico. to succeed Uov-erncollege,
agricultural
delivered a
Heeckman Winthrop, who Is
lengthened address on the same sub- to
become assistant secretary of the
ject.
Smith read a treasury.
post is now secretary of
paper on "Cherries and Small Fruit."
insular government and Is about
The president of the Institute, W. the
4 3 years old.
W. Wylie, In the course of an address said the institute wag as suc- CHATTEL MORTGAGE FILED
cessful us could be desired and farmBY TRACTION COMPANY.
ers uml otners Interested In agriculSherman. Tex., Mar. 5. The Texas
ture who attended the meeting gained Traction
company, constructing an
much knowledge.
line between Sherman and
Dallas,
yesterday
tiled a chattel mortARE INVESTIGATING
gage
and
deed
of trust In the office of
CANADIAN IMMIGRATION.
its prosSaskatoon, Mar. 6. Owing to the the county clerk, covering two
line
cities
the
reports of numbers of deaths from pective
comColony
to
named,
Trust
the
freezing and hardships among set- pany
Boston,
of
$2,000,000.
for
Immigration
Officer Braun. of
tlers
this city, left today for the prairie to
f1 f?
A mounted poInvestigate matters.
ANDREWS TO RETURN
lice pu.lrd has also been ordered to
IN FEW DAYS NOW.
relieve the distress.
Special
Evening Citizen.
to
4
JEFFERSON DWIS MEM',, u l, ,(,-- .,, it
iin. r.
KIM, ASSOCIATION MEETS.
Delegate Andrews it. nusy at the
New Orleans. Mar. 5. At a meetwhite house and In the different
ing 'f the Jefferson Davis Memorial
departments.
It will be a week e
It
niplit
was announcassociation last
before he can conclude his busl- ed that on June 3. lints, the cornerness. Then he will return home.
stone of u monument to the memory
Brown succeeds Scott Smith In
only presiaent
f the confederacy's
interior depart merit.
the
New
in
be laid
Orleans. The
woe
!
ino.iUIUeiit will cost :'0,OUU.

Pottsville, Pa., March 6. By the
explosion of 1,000 pounds of dyna
mite in the storehouse of the Itlch
ards colliery, of the Susquehanna
Coal company near Mount Carmal,
today, forty persons were Injured, one
fatally.
The damage will rea:h
$160,000.
The cause of the exp'o
sion is a mystery.
The office build
ing; In which the clerks were at work
the supply house and carpenter
shops, filled with workmen,
were
wrecked, and most of the workmen
were Injured by flying splinters. Several hundred men and boys are
thrown out of employment temporar

w

w

$60,-000,0- 00

Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. The
council held a brief session this mornOnly one bill was Introduced.
This was council bill No. 81, by Mr.
Mlera, an act to prevent unfair discrimination In freight rates In New
Mexico; and also Includes passenger
The act provides for a Ana
affairs.
of not less than $100 nor more than
$5,000 for violation of its provisions.
One-haof any fine collected is to
be given to the person or persons giving the Information on which conviction results; the other half to the
school fund.
Tho bill was referred
to the committee on railroads.
The council then adjourned until
10 a. m. Wednesday.
Tlio Proceedings of March 4.
In the council the following petitions were presented In favor of the
Council
bill:
Speiss
petition No. 9, from Albuquerque;
11,
No.
from
Nd. 10, from Artesla;
Raton; No. 13, by Mr. Sulzer, on behalf of the Woman's club of Albuquerque.
Council petition No. 12
was presented by Mr. Spless, on behalf of Mr. Stockton a protest from
Colfax county against house bill No.
83, an act relative to saloon HceniJS
and locations.
HUN Introduced.
Council bill No. 77, by President
Spless, revising the appellate proThis bill contains over one
cedure.
hundred sections.
Council bill No. 78, by Mr. Mir-tlne- s,
to abolish the office of public
printer, and for other purposes.
Council bill No. 79, by Mr. Mlera.
providing for the distribution among
counties or the income oi loresi reserves.
Council bill No. 80, by Mr. Cameron, defining the duties of the treasissue of bonds
urer relating to the
legisauthorized by the thirty-fourt- h
lative assembly.
.
Reading-Bills on Third
Council bill No. 41, an act relative
The till
to negotiable lnsurtments.
passed the council.
Council bill No. 63, relative to municipal improvements in incorporated
cities. Passed the council.
Message From tho Governor.
A message from the governor was
read advising the council that N J.
had signed council bill
69 an act extending the provisions
of the sidewalk law to Silver City.
Executive Session.
The council then went Into Itexecuaduntil 5:36, when
sesion
tive
journed.

ing.

lf

anti-gambli-

IN THE HOUSE.
Yesterday was the busiest day Jf
The house did not
the session.
meet until 3:30, owing to a caucus of
the republican members.
Tho following bills were Introduced:
House bill No. 169, by Speaker
Bacs, relative to Judges of electi :
for community ditch otllcers.
,
House bill No. 160, by Mr.
relative to suits on accounts.
House bill No. 161, by Mr. Holt,
providing for the leasing, sale, management and control of all publ'c
lands, to create the office of public
land commissioner and a public land
commission, and defining the duties
of these otllcers, and for other purposes.
House bill No. 162, by Mr. Ho't,
relating to the sale of town sites
where legal title Is vested in the probate Judge, etc.
House bill No. 163. by Mr. Gallegos,
relating to taxation. Read a first and
second time by title and referred.
House bill No. 165 by Mr. Gallegos,
provldlnlg for the settlement and adjustment of claims against public officers, and for other purposes.
Bier-baum-

PRESIDENT

9,

2,

3.

n,

i

I

,

,

EMPIRE

MET IN

OF CONTROL

RUSSIA AND

POTS HIM

SHOWED A

Antagonistic to the Presiding Sad Comment on Popular
Judge Who Denies
Government In That
Jerome's Claim.
Country.

Free State Under Concession
From King Leopold.
New York, March 6. Hacked by
limitless capital, a largo party of engineers Is to sail for the Congo Free
State to uncover it Is prophesied, a
mineral region of enormous wealtn.
At the head of the party will be A.
Chester Heatty, asoc.late of John H.
Hammond, chief engineer for tin
Exploration company.
Guggenheim
and with him will be men almost n
well known.
In snother month another force of engineers will follow,
and within the year Mr. Hammond
himself will go out to take charge.
Their Investigations and the development of the property will be made
according to the latest and most approved scientific methods, and fifteen
months is expected to see the opening of prospects not only for golJ,
copper and iron, but fur bltume i,
malachite, garnets, rubles and par-hadiamonds. Only the surface
the country has been scratched by
prospectors so far, so it Is Impossible
to tell the full extent of the minerals
beneath Its surface
negotiations,
conducted
When
through Thomas F. ltyan with King
Helglum,
ended last sumLeopold, of
mer In large concessions to a group
capitalists, rubof Belgian-America- n
ber It was thought would be the prin
t--f

i

cipal commodity produced by the
new company, ltubber, It Is know.i
now. Is expected to be only a minor
product If indications are worth anything. It may have been the case
when the deal went through, but the
mineral value of the concession wit
only lightly mentioned by the concessionaries and officials at the time.
Put since the negotiations were
concluded very little has been heard
of rubber, while the minerals hare
been apparently the chief concert.
In the company the Guggenheim
have been Important factors and it Is
their engineers that have had charge
of arrangements for the present expedition.
Of course, no one has yet estimated the exact value of the concession.
Its duration Is sixty years and tho
territory Includes between 8,000,000
and 9,000,000 acres.
One part of It
is a strip on the left bank of the Congo to the Yumbl river.
In this territory the concessionaries have abThey will be allowed
solute power.
to police it, regulate Its Inhabitants
and govern the vlllngcs and settlements almost s If it were an
state. They will be subject
only to the price stipulated in he
concession.
IndJ-pende- nt

--

House bill No. 166, by Mr. Beach, house with minor amendmnets.
As It was then 6 o'clock the houso
took a recess until 7:30.
At 7:30 the house was again in
session and continued to work until
all the bills so far reported had been
disposed of.
In addition to the tabling of house
substitute for house bill No. 99, thi
company or corporation which con- house tabled Indefinitely house bill
trolled several railroads would be No. 109, an act relative to fees of
forced to secure a license for each justices of the peace.
line, whereas that was not the IntenHouse bill No. 115. an act relative
This bill passed the to embalming and transportation of
tion of the bill.
nays
ayes
2
$1
was also tabled indefinitely.
by
vote
bodies,
to
a
of
house
House bill No. 118, an act relative
Messrs. Ruppe and Lucero dissentto Justices of the peace, was table!
ing, Mr. Mtrabal absent.
House bill No. 168, by Mr. Beach, indefinitely.
House bill No. 122 an act to amend
to amend the present laws governing
the distribution of water for mining section 805 of the compiled laws of
1897. relative to river commissioner),
and other purposes.
House bill No. 1(9. by Mr. Abbott, passed the house with minor amendof Santa Fe, an act relative to school ments, the amendments consisting in
adding the counties of Taos and
directors.
Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe then took Sierra to the list of counties affected
the gavel and Speaker Itacs took the by the bill.
House bill No. 134, an act relative
seat of the member from Santa Fe.
Mr. Baca then moved to reconsider to the payment of employes of corpa-e- d
porations,
resoluby
vote
the house by a vote
houie
which
Joint
the
tion No. 6, giving to the United States of 13 ayes to 9 nays.
Council bills Nos. 2 and 4, granting
for a national mfuvmeufc. the Old..
Palace at Santa Fe
the hou.io. (o Roswell and Artesla, respectively,
of land In school districts for
to
sections
reconsider.
M.
The house voted
Baca and Mr. Beach 'then offered cemetery purposes, were passed by
minor amendments to the resolution, the house, after considerable debate.
The members were curious to know
and it was again passed.
The report of the house Joint com- how these cities usurped the right ti
3,
bury
No.
their dead on the publio domain.
resolution
on
mittee
Joint
which provides for the appropriation The bills were defended by Mr. MulBoth were reported favorab'y
of $100 for a vest pocket edition of lens.
the official roster of the legislature, by the majority of the committee on
imThe
committee
was received.
territorial affairs, and unfavorably b
ported that they had failed to agree a minority of the same committee.
Council bill No. 36, relative to the
with a like committee from the
council as to the amount of the ap- fees of sheriffs, passed the house.
Council bill No. 64, relative to the
propriation, and recommended th.it
the resolution be tabled indefinitely. duties of traveling auditor and which
d
This was done upon a vote of the provides for an examination of build-anloan associations under the same
house.
by
traveling
as
banks
conditions
the
The following Mils were acted auditor, panned
the house.
upon by the house:
bill No. 64. an act relative
House bill No. 54, relative to bar- to Council
qualification
of witnesses also
the
ratry, passed without opposition.
the house.
House bill No. 99 wa tabled In- passed
consent,
Mr. Holt, by unanimous
definitely at the afternoon session, was
then allowed to Introduce a resoand a substitute Mil passed by the lution.
resoluHe
Introduced
house
This is the bill relative to
house.
10, which provides that Monday.
Insurance companies and provld is tion
11th, is the last day upon
that mutual comianles need not de- March
which any bills may be introduced In
posit the sum of $10,000 with the ter- the
except by unanimous conhouse
ritorial treasurer In order to do busi- sent or under suspension
of the rules.
ness In New eMxico, but they shall The object of the resolution
js to
invest that sum In territorial securi- prevent the flooding of the house with
At the night session this bill a large number of matters of legislaties.
was again taken up under a motion tion In the last week of the session.
to reconsider the vote by which It
The house then adjourned until
had passed, and the substitute bill Tuesday, nt 12 o'clock.
was tabled Indefinitely, the house voting to not consider the matter again. QUAY COUNTY LINES
The passage and later rejection of
A HE CHANGED LAKGKLY.
this substitute created conslderablJ
Santa Fe. N. M., Mar. 6. The house
debate, pro and con.
prinHouse bill No. 104, relative to th held a busy session today. The passevent of the session was
administration of estates of decease 1 cipal
age
of house bill 61, an act changpersons, passed the house.
the boundaries of Quay to take
House bill No. 1 1, relutlvo to com- ing
In
portion of Sun Miguel and of
a
was
binations In restraint of trade,
Union counties.
tabled Indefinitely.
a bill asking the
House bill No. 1"S, nn act relatival Itai.i introduced
to the constitutional conto fees of probat- - clerks, passed tho 66 delegatesmeet
and draft a coustltu-lo- u
vention to
for the state of New Mexico.

relating to contracts.
House bill No. 167, by Mr. Beach,
relating to the sale of Intoxicating
liquors on trains and to amend the
provisions of a bill prevously passed
by both branches of the assembly.
Mr. Beach explained that under the
provisions of the former bill any

iied

SANTA FE NEWSPAPER

EIGHT

IN

PRESERVE THE FORESTS

LOSES WIFE

PROSECUTION CLAIMED

POINI OF

UW 10

ASSEMBLY

A
BE SO

l'.--

'

In-:n-

assail-creatin-

Mrs.

Grace Lillian Coard ,wlfe of
Edwin F. Coard, a member of the
si.iit of the New Mexican at Santa
Fe, died suddenly yesterday morning.
Mrs. Courd was but 27 years
of ugo and came to New Mexico from
Qulncy 111., in 1904.
She was ul
that time in search of health, for
which purpose she preceded her husband, tuking up her residence at Ias
Vegas.
Two months afterward sh'j
was Joined by Mr. Coard, who secured a position with the Las Vegas Optic, six months ago, owing to hU
acceptance of a position with the
New Mexican, the family moved lo
the territorial capital, where Mrs.
Coard's death took place. Deceased
was a devoted Catholic, to which fact
is attributed the remarkable composure with which she bore her pro
longed Illness and with which sha
Mr. Coarl
met her Inevitable end.
left Santa Fe this morning with the
be
will
Interred at
remains which
Ho carries with him the
Qulncy.
sympathy of a large circle of friends.
not only In Santa I'e, but throughout
those portions of the territory in
which, through his newspaper work,
favorably
he
has made himself

OF4O.O00

THE PEOPLE

OF

DISPERSED

Clear No Authorities Needed. Mounted Police Rode Over and
Judge Said Not Producing
Through Them Whipping
Showed Want.
Right and Left,
March
What
Irka very
i.T
dull
of the
lhaw trial today was session
made notable
B

in the court annals of New
by
District Attorney Jerome's York
placing
himself in the position of openly defying the presiding Judge.
Jerome declined point blank
submit certain authorities to to
Justice
Htzgerald, upon the ground thai
tho
question of law involved was so elemental and the authorities so abundant that ho must assume the court
to have knowledge of them.
"I
have too much respect for courts of
this Jurisdiction."
declared Jerome,
"to submit authorities on a proposition so elemental."
Fitzgerald admonished the district
attorney that It was his duty
to submit the authorities called for, and
said he would assume that since
Jerome declined to do so, he did not
know of the existence of any such authorities.
The spectators were thrilled to absolute Bllence during this extraordinary debate.
Jerome's manner of addressing the
court was as defiant as were his
words.
He
seemed
thoroughly
aroused, and Fitzgerald seemed to
retain his judicial calm only with
great effort.
The point under discussion was as
to whether Jerome on
could take a wider scope than
was permitted under direct examination.
this point Fitzgerald sustained the position taken by the deDuring the debate Jerome
fense.
declared that the legal assumption
before the court Is that Thaw Is now
Insane.
He said the defendant Is
shown to have been Insane June 25
last, and It is the assumption of th'
law that he continues in that condition until he is shown to be other,
,
wise.
Dr. Wagoner was on the stand during the entire morning's session.
C--

ESCAPED

St.
Petersburg.
6. The
March
douma or lower house of parliament
was formally opened at noon today
In the presence of all the ministers
and many higher functionaries.
No
members of the Imperial household
were present.
The first ceremony
was a religious function, In which the
metropolitan, the higher clergy of the
diocese and a full choir participated.
All Tako tlio Ontli.
M. Ooluboff. vice president of tho
council of the empire .called the
house to order and in a colorlsa
speech invited the members to sign
the oath of allegiance to Emperor
Nicholas.
The conservatives cheered the mention of the name of th
emperor, but the opposition remained
silent.
The social democrats did not enter
until Goluboff had finished talking,
when they came demonstratively i.t
In a body.
After signing the oath the
balloting for the president of the
lower house began.
There was no
serious disorder, but' the crowds outside were unruly and several times
had to be driven back by Infantry and
mounted gendarmes.

Nut Allowed.
March S. After ths
adjournment of the lower house of
parliament today, a great demonstration was organized In honor of th
social deputies.
Revolutionary speeches were mi
and red Hags displayed In the crowds
which had by this time swelled to
about 40,000 persons, who packed Ml
the streets for blocks around
the
Taurlg palace.
Some demonstrators
began to pelt the police with snowballs when the police charged and
broke up the demonstration,
the
mounted police riding down the
crowds and using their whips right
and left. Many persons were beaten,
but none seriously Injured.
'
St. Petersburg,

-

CITY

DITCH

ELUDE THE POSSEE

T NOW GET

BUSY
Men Who Broke Jail

at Las

City Council Votes to Apply

Animas Headed For
New Mexico.

the
Water
Must be Haul 3d Away.

After searching all night, the po-s- e
pursuit of the four men who Saturday night broce out of tha county
Jail here, returned to Las Animas
this afternoon without the fugitive"),
says a dispatch dated at Las Anlmax
Another effort will be made tomorrow morning by Sheriff Gruber with
ten picked men to locate them.
Two men camping on Rule creek,
about twelve miles southeast of
Animas, reported to the posse th:it
they had seen two men corresponding to the descriptions of two of the
Jail breakers about 12:30 o'clock a.
m. The campers did not know of
the fact of the Jail break at the time
the men passed them.
It Is clear to the sheriff and his
men that the four who broke out of
the Jail have divided Into at least
two parties, and the theory of thj
peace officers is that tho men ara
headed for New Mexico.
The posse
was greatly handicapped last nig.-t- ,
as tho moon did not rise until late
and the fugitives were given a lo ,i(
start.

Property owners through white
lands the city ditch passes must now
show some activity in filling in the
same, or their allotted thirty days
will have passed and they will face
a charge of maintaining a nuisance.
At the city council meeting !at
night Alderman llanley moved thai
such stringent measures were necij-surand his motion was at on-:seconded and the move sustained by
the council.
Alderman Ilayden amended
the
resolution so thut it reuds that whre
water has become stagnant In the
ditch It shall be pumped Into tin
city's scavenger wagon at night anl
hauled away.
The city has had
men working for the luM. ten days In
doing Its share of the work in ob
literating the ditch and now
thi
property
owners must move

Prod-Stagn-

In

New York, Mar. 5.

some.

The H.irelas ditch also is to be
cleaned out anil the street commissioner was given orders to proceed
with thut work.

m:v ;oi

i.ixk in
oiiio opkns

roii
Wellington.
Ohio.
Mar. &. The
Lorain & West Virginia ruilroud, the
new Gould line between here and
Lorain, giving the Wabash four lake
ports and handling
the Immense
traffic between Pittsburg and the
lakes, opened today for traffic. This
line is probably the most important
link connecting the Wabash railroad
ami the lakes ami means much to
Pittsburg shippers. A syndicate was
organised to build the road, which
will be turned over to the Wubash
today. The line Is 35 miles long and
has been built at an enormous cost
owing to the lui'kre amount of grading
mil heavy bridges.
It Is a single
track line, chiefly for the handling
of coal anil ore between the lakes
ami the manufacturing concerns in
Passenger
tho Pittsburg
district.
service will eventually be established.
which will become an importunt factor in the handling of truit'ic in uml
out of the Pittsburg district.
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today before the board of United
States general appraisers to compel
the government to return to Its former practice of assessing automobiles und their tires at different rates
of duty, and not us entireties.
Kver
since the Importation of automobiles
began, the customs authorities classified the machines and tires separately up to last summer, when orders
were Issued to tax both the cars and
the tires as entireties
under t he
metal schedule of the Dingley tariff,
with duty at the rate of 4 5 per cent
ad valorem. This requirement was
met at once with strenuous opposi
tion from the lmporeters, but their
Influence was mt sufficient to bring
moui a reversal or the order. The
importers were notified thut If the
upon to waken
.bile sentiment to
automobiles und tho tires were en
an extent which ..ill approve the
tered on sepurate Invoices, the ar
ticles would l
president's policy
accorded separate
to
president's
classillatlon.
the
This condition is not
Senate hostlllt
regarded as satisfactory for the reaforestry
policy was demonstrated
son that, although
many cars are
when the appro Illations for that
brought in with tires unattached
in the agrlcul-- n
service were rea
is
no
there
Mou-certainty
Carter, of
that the ultii
tural bill. Sena!
mate, purchaser will buy the tires acWyoming; Fulton,
tana; Heyburn,
companying the machines.
s,
In the
of Oregon, and i ! rnmenway. of
second place It is not considered
g
sharply
diana, all republ
feasible
to
two
have
of
sets
distinct
ed the policy of
forest
invoices made out for the entry of
know ii.
serves and their
the automobile und the tires. AnFalling In an itort to cut down
other point made by the Importers
Col. Thomas Dead.
the maintenance
appropriations T
lu
of segregating the unities
Dayton, O., Mar. 5. (.'.:. J. II. for favor
lines and
of telephone anil
dutiablo purposes Is the f it t that
roads in these reserves, without' Thomas, govtrnor of the central tire
factories and auto f.ittoiles are
of
which the foicv rangers would be branch
the National Soldiers
plants us a rule Since last
powerless to pro t them, the setia-- l Home, died this morning. He had separate
summer
of thousands dol
tots named, ahle'l y others, obtained been connected with this institution lars worthhundreds
of imported cars anil tires
the adoption of ' '..a amendment:
since its inception ill tho (iixtles.
have
been
ut
this port, ino.- -t
entered
"That hercaft. no forest reserve
of which have been
as en- r shall any
shall be created
Judge Abbott opcnc! couit at l.os tirU-tieThe Auto Irnpoil company
cre-- :. I. unas today us a matter of form, this figures 111
lions be made t
the role of litlnunt In Hie
ni's of the states heing the reuular time. on going test ca.so before the board
ated within the
to tit ter- i
Moil-lil
uloii,
i),
.ill
I through necessary formality the sesof Oregon, Was!
mine the legality of tho ti.Misiticutlou
tuna. Colorado ' Wyoming, except sion was adjourned to ciintnue at the ' now being Imposed by the govern-- !
by net of congt'e
lit rnulillo court house.
ment.

Roosevelt Will Promulaate an Order
Putting 100,000,000 Acres Into Re&
serves Before Signing the Hostile
Agricultural Appropriation Act.
Washington
March S. President
Roosevelt has checkmated the effo-- t
of a combination of republican senators to halt his policy of preserving
the public forests and to leave tho
timber lands at the mercy of predatory lumber monopolies.
The agricultural appropriation act
provides that except by act of con
gress, no vdditlonal forest reserve
Khali be created In the six western
states which are richest in timber.
Taking advantage of the brief perl jJ
before that measure will become law
under his signature, President Roosevelt will promulgate an order sweep
ing in to reserves more than 100,- 000,000 acres of forest lands.
Senators who obtained amendment
of the agricultural bill to their own
ends are resting contentedly, unaware
of the move by which the president
has beaten them. Their rude awakening will be followed by the disclosure by the administration of the way
In which the forest resources of the
by
country have been devastated
This W relied
lumber combinations.

EOSS DOIIMA

Region of Fabulous Wealth in Congo

WINS HIS
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Engineers Sail This Week to Uncover

Hurt In Conncll Various Bills Are
Utes in South Dakota Refuse Early This Morning-T- en
Passed and Others
But No One Reported
to Hold Pow Wow With
Referred.
Killed.
Captain Hall.
PROTECT COURT

NBA

AFRICAN

The Evening Cltlien, n Ad vanes, $ per yss.
b, CsrHers, 0 esnta per menth.
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TO UK STOPPF.n.
Antwerp. Alar. 6. The lielgium
minister of agriculture has address
ed a communication to the muni
cipality of this city requesting them
take nicusuivs to put a stop to the
abuses resulting from the importa
tion of old and worn-ohorses from
l.'hKian'i.
These animals, the communication Htales, are killed hi
nmi turned into sausages, wliich
are being labelled, und sold us best
brand sausuges.
ut

tiel-Kiu- m

rvMors ic
j
j

re

'

i.i

pi.w- -

Kit. Il l l NKW VOKK.
New Vork. Mar. 5.
Gabriel ll'An-nu- nt
lo. the lialiui pl.tyw I ight. author

of "The liaughters of Jorit.," ami
other modern dramas. mot of which
hue been made famous by the ucllni
"f Klenora l'ue. will be present ut
the npenin 1"''
of
"The
laubt.-- r of .l.n in." wnli h will lw
nr., a,,..4.. t,v s mM'.eri! and Marlowe
tonight.

ALBUQUERQUE

TAC.K TWO.

THE EVEMNG CITIZEN
Tie

Wwkly ky
rrtUUts Daily
Citizen Publishing Company

OFFICIAL PAPtR FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

hcvnnd Ihnt r high barren w
destitute of trees or other vegetation."
Since that timo civilisation ha
mentioned
the enUm country
ami the desert has yielded to the hand
In R few
only
It
mint
man
until
of
places, and It Is practically certain
that water can be found anywhere In
the southwest. Carrixozo outlook.
DAMAGED HY KAKi:
MINI Nil M IIKMI.S
The Enterprise will havn no quarrel with Ms "esteemed contemporary"
over the recommendation for Ier1lrt-tlo- n
to prevent the floating of fake
mining schemes In Now Mexico. This
paper has been urging In previous is
sues, the necessity tor sucn legislation
simply an a matter of protection If
nothing else, to tho goon name ami
It)
fair fame" (as Colonel Front put
of New Mexico. Kvery fake mining
scheme promoted In New Mexico
makes It harder for legitimate
to raise money In the east on
propositions of merit and were It not
for tho "black eye" that New Mexico
has received In the pitst hy reason of
these fraudulent schemes the mining
Industry of this territory would be
much further advanced today than It
Is. Silver City Enterprise.
co-er-
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KtAL

MOVING
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Second Month Eclipsed January by Many

MAKKED INCREASED ACTIVITY

lf

Realty

Of the Gate

Banker Shows Fine
Public Spirit.
WATER DEVELOPED

AS

POPULATION INCREASES

Other Items of Interest Connected
With New Mexico's Present
Rapid Development.

year. The first mentioned petition Is
being liberallv signed by members of
all political faiths, an it Is believed
that any action taken by the legislature on our town situation will tend
to hurry the matter along and a final
settlement of some kind can t.e made
which will end the uncertainty of the
present time. McKlnley Republican.

00000000OiOO0O
MOST ANYTHING

cooooioaooaoo
$1,000,000." says

"It's easy to get

The growth of Raton today Is the
greatest in Its history, on every hand
line new business blocks and residences are being ereuted and the sur
veyors are working over time to
square up the work for the contractors. Interviews with the leading business men, who have a right to an
opinion on the subject, slate that
without doubt this year will be
the most progressive In the city's history and .tnat a year from now itaton
will exceed a population of 12, DUO.
The Seaburg hotel, which la now In
course or construction, is nearly completed and will cost in the neighborhood of $40,0UU, it will be the most
imposing and beautiful hotel In northern New Mexico. The building of this
hotel will be the means of bringing
many people to Itaton who are anxious to see northern New Mexico and
will not lack In any manner for accommodations.
The Love building, which is just
being completed at a cost of several
housand dollars, is one of the great
business blocks in itaton, and will
soon be occupied by business firms.
The beautiful Itoth building, which
was completed a few weeks ago, is
without doubt one of the finest build
Ings in this city, and was erected at a
cost of a good many thousand dollars
and Is up to date in every respect and
is an ornament to the ci'y. But aside
from these buildings, which are well
known to all who have watched the
progress of this city, many new build
ings are In course of construction or
are being arranged for.
Mr. White is now erecting a fine
new business building, which will be
one of the substantial business buildings on Cook avenue.
The new Johnson building, which is
now being completed, at the corner of
Hecond and Cook avenue. Is also one
of the fine buildings now being constructed and Will be used as a business block.
Among some of the fine buildings
erected lately Is the F. Brueggem&n
block. The new Colorado Telephone
building, The Katon Building and
Loan block, and Coor's two new
buildings; also the Odd Fellows'
block, which shows that fine , new,
modern and up to date buildings are
supplanting frame buildings on every
corner In the city The people have
confidence in Raton's future, and with
the Improvements in the railroad business and the new lines now being
built Into this city Raton is sure to
make a railroad center. Raton Reporter.

John W. Cates. Yes, but not to get
It from you, John.
shouts
"Independence or death!"
tleneral Iiynoz del Castillo, of Havana.
Strange that he makies no
d
Job.
mention of a
when
be
should
understood
that
It
$3,000
for
Caruso was demanding
each appearance he referred to open,
not to police court.
E. It. Hnrriman says he Is more
competent than the government to
And he's provrun the railroads.
ing it by doing it.
Emperor William wore a war helmet in opening the roichstag. If Bill
wished to attract more than ordinary
attention he should have worn a
mask and chest protector.
gentleman wishes to
An Omaha
sign a contract with a religious organization to convert the world. Why
not test him by letting him try to
convert. Omaha. If he succeeds he
ought to he given the contract.
high-salarie-

Probablo Cause.
"What was the cause of the feud
between Rankley and Splter?"
"W-a- l,
Bllkins sed it war caused
by Anna Mosity; but I 'low I've lived
heah fer nigh on t' forty y'ars an'
never even hcar-r- d tell on her afore."
Just tho Other Way.
Willie I see your father got electmayor
yesterday,
ed
li must have
cost him a lot of money!
Clarence Well, it didn't. I heard
him tell mamma that if he was elected the city would pay dear for it!
Appreciation.
"What did you think of the speaker last night?"
"O, his speech was simply magniloquent! It was bo exhaustive!"
" 'Twaa, eh?"
"Yes, he exhausted everybody In
his audience."

Her Own Nome.
"Ma," said the Inquisitive son,
"when you got married did you
change your name?"
"Why, of course," the mother replied. "My maiden name was Johnson."
"Then Mr. Smith, across the street,
was right about your havln" another
name once, only he didn't say it
was Johnson."
"What did he say It was?" asked
the mother, smiling.
"I heard him tell Mr. Curtis, next
door, he's known you ever since you
tiOOD EVIDENCE OK
was born, and that when pa married
RIGHT Pl'HI.IC SPIRIT you he married a Tartar!"
We are informed by K. II. Fall-woo- d
that W. F. Buchanan, president
of the First National bank of this
city, has offered those who will plant
broom corn a very liberal proposition. To those who may want to borrow money on the crop he offers to
loan 12.50 an acre when the crop is
up and a good stand; $2.60 an acre
when cultivation is finished; $2.50 an
acre when ready to harvest, air.
d
has 1,000 acres pledged, so If
all these people want to borrow money as suggesed by our banker, he
will have to set aside $7,500,000. This
is a spirit, however, that the farmers
should appreciate on the part of Mr.
Buchanan, who so liberally offers to
help them encourage the broom industry.
We are further
informed
that a market is offered for all the
brooms that Quay county can produce right here In Tucumcarl.
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Transfers.
February 1. Mary Hartman ami
1
husband to E. A. Cantell, lot
block 1, Urownwell and Inll addition.
$1.00.

SW,

carl

City-Tucum-

Men Are Encouraged.
Record Shows Sixty

February 1. James E. Clark and
wife to W. J. Shadrach,
minio as
above. $1.00.
February 2. Sarah Pole to William
F. Schroeder, E. 28 feet of lot 6,
block IS, lluning Highland addition.
$1.00.
2.
Heights
University
February
n
Improvement Company to Miss
4
Huggett,
O.
block 7,
lot
addition. $1.00.
February 2. Same as last above to
Delia J.
lot 20 block 2, University Height addition. $1.00.
February 2. David Welller to Elle
A. Cantrell. WVi of lot 6, block F,
Eastern addition. $1.00.
Investment
February 4. Surety
Co. to I. O. Sanclies et al, lots 5 and
6, block 4, Ferea addition.
$1.00.
February 4. Wm. S. Dale and wife
to Annie McKim, four traots of land
$1.00.
in Los Candelarlas.
February 4. C. A. McKim anil wife
to Wm. S. Dole, lot 13 block 7,
addition.
February 4. Jose X. Luoero and
wife to Frcderlco Chavez und wife,
lot IB, block 40, Perea addition. $195.
February 4. Broadway I, and and
Investment company to Marguerite
12,
Gazot, lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and
block 34. Eastern addition, $180.
February 4. Vlncento Sedllla to A.
T. & S. F. Ry Co. a tract of land south
of Albuquerque, $80.
Fetiruary 4. Iyoulsa A. do Sedllla
and husband to A. T. & S. F. Ry Co.
same as anove, $400.
February 5. W. K. Preston and
wife to (. C. Emmons et al, west 142
feet, lot 6, block 1, IewlH and Simons
udditlon. 1250.
University Heights
February 6.
Improvement Co. to Adela C. Holm-quis- t,
lot Ifi, block 2, University
Heights addition. $1.00.
February 6. R. L. Wooton an i
wife to J. A. Henry, lots 5 and 6,
block 33, lluning Highland addition.
$5u0.
February 7. Surety
Investment
Co. to Porterfleld Co.. east
of lots 11, 12 mm 13 and east
of tho south one-haof lot 10,
block 4 7, Ierea addition and other
property. $1.
February 7. Broadway I.and and
Improvement company to Porterfleld
Co., lots 1. 2, 3, 5 und 6, black 25,
astern addition and other property.
Lil-lia-

ITnl-versi- ty

townsMe.

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental

$1.

February

Vicente Sedlllo and
wife to J.
Garcia and Sanchez,
piece of land in precinct 6, Barelas.
$1.00.
February 18. C. T.. Van Eaton and
wife to Mrs. Helen Waldie, lot 6,
block E, Highland addition, south. $1.
February 18. Manuel P. Gutierrez
to I.. H. Chamberlln, piece of land In
product 22. $60.
February 18. Herbert I.. Wall and
wife to Emma T. Hyde, lot 4. block
24. lluning Highland addition. $1.
February
18.
Surely Investment
company to Roman Chavez, west 47
feet of lots 11, 12 and 13, and
west 47
of
feet of south one-halot 10, block 47, Perea addition. $176.
February 18. Uerlltlo Satiedra and
wife to Alblua Chavez de Baca, piece
of land in Ranchos de Atrlsco. $1,050.
February 20. W. H. Norrls and
wife to E. N. Wilson, lot 3 nnd north
one-haof lot 4, block 4, Hunlng
Highland addition. $1.
February 20. Jose Rafael Chavez
and wifo to Romulo Garcia nnd wife,
Piece of land in precinct of Ranchos
de Atrlsco. $76.
February 20. Edward Blsdee, Jr.,
to S. M. Porterfleld, lot 2, block H,
Highland addition, south. $1.
February 20. Peter Broddy to
Christina Kent, lots 13 and 14, block
34. Perea addition.
$200.
February 21. Ponolnno Barela to
Alonzo B. McMlllcn, tract of land in
precinct No. 4. $1.
February 22. Achllle Berta to
Eginla Berta, lots 21 and 22, and
east 71 feet of lots 23 nnd 24, block
3, F. Armljo y Otero addition.
$1.
February 22. Felipe B. Romero
and wife to R. D. Reeves, lot 4, block
2, Hunlng Highland addition.
$1.
February 23. G. W. Harrison and
wife to M. T. Bringnady. lots 28 and
$450.
29, block 3, Perea addition.
February 25. Joscfa Perea de Castillo to the Trust Company of America, all rights of grantor in the Ia
Canada de Eas Apaches, or Antonio
Sedillo grant. $695.17.
February 25. R. F. Welch et al
to Charles A. Reynolds, tract of land
in precinct 13, $1.
February 25. Josephine Raveny
and husband to Geo. 1. Hammond,
lot 2, block 24, Hunlng Highland addition. $4 50.
February 26. Emilia Yrlsarrl to
Lorenzo Gradi, piece of land on the
west side of Third street between
Copper avenue and TIJeras road. $1.
February 26. University Heights
Investment
impnny to J. W. Barnes
lots 11 and 12, University Heights ad- ditlon. $1.
February 26 'John S. Beaver and
Interwife to O. N.'Marron, one-ha- lf
est In lots 1, 2, 3 block C. Atlantic
and Pacific addition and other property. $1.
February 27. W. W. Strong and
wife to Fannie M. Mitchell, lots 90
and 91, block 8, Perfecto Armljo and
Brothers addition. $1.
February 27. John S. Munsey et
al to Bert Bill, two pieces of land In
Ranchos de Albuquerque, precinct No

WANTED.
at
WANTKIi Woman dishwasher,
Columbus hotel
We;
WANTED Messenger boys.
em Union Telegraph office.
W A N T KU A horse and carriage
reet .
buggy 1H South lllgh
WANTED A chambermaid at 3J1H
References
West Railroad.

how
think
Don't always
cheap you enn get them.
Think Instead, where you can
get the freslir-st- ,
the purest
nnd strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
.Ami our
UEST ALWAYS.
prices are always the louest,
quality considered.

February 14. Jesse, D. Ijrwls et al
Antonio tlarcla et al piece of land In
Atrlsco. $30.
February 14. I.ula Hopping and
husband to Kate Hopping, undivided
one-hainterest in piece of land in
Barelas. $950.
February 14. Kate Hopping and
wife to Clyde Hopping, south one-haof piece of land In ptosa of Ba- reias. xhtl.
February 15. Annie Martlnes and
husband to Jose Felipe Armljo, a
piece of land lying east of Williams
street, extended; bounded on north by
lands or A. B. Stanton.
February 15. I.ouls Springer and
wife to school district No. 13, piece
of land In northeast part of Albuquerque. $125.
Fetiruary 16. Harry S. Munson
and
and wife to Michael
wife, lots 6 and 7 block T, Original

Building.

1,1 fe

16.
A.

1-

lf

and

Br adwav

Comer

East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Black 30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Fall Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

$1.50 np
$

50c

ALL WORK ABSOLCTELY

WANTED At once, a girl who understands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED Woman cook at Gold
.Star saloon, Old Albuquerque.
At
once.
WANTED At once, six good carpenters; steady Jobs and good wages.
Also cooks, waitresses, yard men,
etc. Colburn's Employment Agency.
dry goods
WANTED Experienced
must speak Spanish.
salesman;
Good wages, send references.
The
Windsor Hoxar Co., Trinidad, Colo.
s
Gentieman-secondWANTED
hand clothing. No. S16 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address nnd will call. It. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN A HE MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you 7
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS. Omaha, Neb.
VOIX KENT.
FOB BENT A house at 314 East
Cromwell avenue. $15.
rooms.
BENT Furnished
Foil
Grant building, 303 Vi Railroad
avenue.
FOK RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping;
Inquire at
$12.
408 North Second street.
FOR "RENT For two monthsslx-roofurnished home, close In; all
Inquire M.
modern conveniences.
Mandell or Scott Knight.
FOB
RENT Five room
house,
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent. 209 North Second Btreet. Apply to F. H. Strong.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West
avenue.
nouse in
Foil RENT Five-roogood repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
furnished
Foil RENT Five-roohouse, also two and three room
flats, very reasonable to good tenants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
avenue.
ranch. on
Foil RENT Nine-acr- e
Mountain
road;
houe,
large chicken yard, 6 acres in al2
acres in fruit trees.
falfa,
at this ofllce.
Cheap, furnished rooms
'oil RENT
for light housekeeping
In
the
country. Garden chickens, stable.
See Miss Phllbrick ait Kindergarten,
614 West Gold avenue, forenoons.
Foil RENT Nicely furnished rooms
i.uu per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up, furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
624 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
two-stor-
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BOERS

WIN

TO RULE
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IN PEACE
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MILLIONS ON THE WITNESS STAND

MORE WATER IS HEING
t 'ONSTANTI Y DE V KM M'KD
A tine How of good water was recently struck in one of ine mines at
Orogrande, and it is said there Is no
longer any question as to the abund
ant supply of water at that place. So
It is throughout the ouco arid went.
Within the memory of living people
the children in New England used to
read In their school geography: "The
land for a few miles west of the Mississippi river is fertile and productive
,

GF.N. LOI IS
lM-r-

will

colony.

IIOTH..

of tho liattle of Spion kop.
premier of Transvaal

he,

and laborites. forming the Boer afft
liation, have a majority of 23 In the
parliament.
The victory of the Boers is
Although outnumbered bv the
English-speakin- g
electors, ithey swept
ine colony in the election, securing
the support of Englishmen who were
opposed to rule by mine owners. The
victory in peace is a sharp contrast
to the defeats of the Boer war.
Louis Botha, the new premier, com
uiauded the Boer forces at the bloody
battle of Spion kop, where the Eng
lish met terrible defeat He was also
one of the most stubborn
of the
Itoers, rejecting very liberal terms
offered by Lord Kitchener In 1S01
which Included amnesty and the re
turn of ibe Boer prisoners from exile
.ilul
Still, he is li
now regarded as a radical.
IHKIGVriON

PROJECT FOR
SAN .HAN Oil MY
Walker advises us that work
n
on the tinul
survey
the Eden ditch will start next Tues
day and be rushed to completion a
last as ttie engineer. Mr. liui well. cai
do it. The tillable land under the ca
hat will lie platted, the actual cos
oi const tuition determined and then
the project will be investigated by
the bond I. uyers.
It Is no otiestion
that 2u.mU acres of tillable land are
uiid.-- r
the Eden canal, says Engineer
lilalr lturwell, and inside of 60 days
this fai-- t should be known. There ure
many things depending on the Eden
ditch in this town and county. liet
the good work go on and help the
men who are
the big project.
San Juan County Index.
.

S.
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IS THE TIME

to get a bottle of Hostet-ter'- s
Stomach Bitters,

especially if you notice any
derangement of the digestive organs or are troubled
with constipated bowles and
inactive liver. Delay only
invites a more serious illness. For nver 53 years
HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

BITTERS

has been demonstrating its
wonderful ability in cases
of Stomach, Liver or Bowel
complaints and you are not
experimenting when using
it. For curing
Headache,

llllioilHllCHM,
I iu(iilciu ),

Indigent ion.

fold-- ,

SNAPSHOT PHOTOGRAPH OF E. II. IIVIUGMW OX THE WITNESS STAND IX NEW YORK TEI.I.I NG
THE INTERSTATE (OMMI1M K COMMISSIONERS Alio IT HIS RIG ItEALS.
roin ti ll to right in the pliturv are 4 oiimiUioncr Charles A. I'ntiil). 'oinuiissloiiei' .IiiiImiii C. Cleininenls
and i:. II. Ilarriniaii.
NDK.MI ll l. SMALL IN
WI'ltllU'TES OF POW' Kit AS IN"!
ST.VI I RE, NOTHING
BI T BIGNESS ROLLS OCT OF HIS !.Is.

I.ITTI.i:,
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or Malaria,
I ever and Ague
t 'oHtitciicM,
it is unequalled. Try a bottle.
We guarantc
it to be absolutely pure.
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(By Win. II.
i
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'orreHpondeiice.

New York, Mar. 5. E. H. Hani-ma- n
on he witness stand is
imposing to the eye than his office hoy
would be.

Dignity and linpressiveiiess are as
lacking as his attributes of power,
determination and bulldog tenacity.
Not one of t livse is visible as the
little man takes off his silk ha1. he
always wears a high silk hat removes IiIm overcoat and climbs up to
the w itness chair beside the Juuu lal
looking bench occupied by the mem

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels!
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low ai $1
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

You Waited
Too Long
nnd vie sold that snap to another
parly who took tlnie by tho forelock.
Wc linve one or two more almost as
good though Conic In and nsk about
them.
.iM

POR TERFIELD CO.
21C

bers of the interstaite commerce commission who summoned llarrlman to
tell of bis railroad and financial
met hods.
Ilarriniaii literally climbs up, for
the chair is large and ho is a small
man. When lie settles himself In tho
chair there is plenty of room left
about half of it.
But lo re all resemblance to small
things ceaseH. Han lunili is tn easy
witness, apparently telling all he
knows and causing the government's
lawvris
little trouble. Statements
like these roll from the lips of the
e
man constantly :
"You ale trying to tie tin- down to
mil' hundred and eiglUy odd millions
of puivhu.teu which had gone out of
n y mind until you reminded me."
Il.irilman thinks, talks und lives
millions nil the witness nana as wi ll
big-littl-

-

i

as In Ins office or his home.
For a man credited with a nasty
tamper, who had repeatedly dodged,
evaded and delled the government In
its efforts tn get him to the big witness chair, llarrlman is docile on the
surface.
Me has apaprently provided himself
with books anil memoranda of everything that the government wants.
tut li lo ver tells more than he likes
and it is when driven to downright
refusal that he shows his only Impatience.
Then the bigness comes out or the
tinence, insolence or
bravado,
whatever you like to call It. Then
it is that the governments inquisitors
threaten llarrlman with the power of
tlie supreme court to inuke him tell.
He bites his lip in silence a moment ami again shake his head.

lnii

Tetter, salt Khcuni and Eck-iiiii- .
These are diseases for which
Chamberlain's
Salve is especially
valuable. It quickly allays the itching and smarting and soon effects a
cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by
all druggists.
Ijmv-XtH'-

"Sa-a-

half-solze-

low-nick-

CARDS

LAWYERS.

one-hor-

se

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

32 F.St..
Pensions,
copyrights.
caveats.
trade marks, claims.
11. W. I). Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 nnd 3, Barnett building.
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
pointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
1)11, II. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo.. Red
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

land patents,
letter patents,

HAIR DRESSER. AND
DIST.

CIIIROPO

6-- 8,

lit

48-4-

J. R. Fanvell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo bnlldlng.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddiaon.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
West Gold avenue.

J.

S.

117

BAGLET

Accountant.
Books checked up, small sets of
books kept up; grocers', butchers',
and physicians' books looked after
and collections made. Able corps of
assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
The News No pure arus cough
laws would be needed, if all cough
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure Is and has been for 20 years.
The national law now requires that if
any poisons enter into a cough mixture, it must be printed on the label
or package. For this reason mothers,
and others, should Insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's labels and
none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only
safe, but it is said to be by those that
know It best, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly with your children. Insist on
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
with others and see No poison marks
there. You can always be on the safe
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
other. Sold by all drlgglsts.
ks

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlorj.
209 West Railroad avenue, is

No,

pri

pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and man!
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complexion,, and is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restore!
life to dead hair;
remove
moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
fare powder, a freckle cure and pimGRAZING LAND
ple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations
are purely vegetable
For Large Sheep Ranch.
compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment of
The best land proposition fur sheep
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It ever
20 -the southw est.
Is also used for rheumatism, pains 000 tooffered In acres
in solid body in
and massage.
central New Mexico.
Fine grass,
water and shelter.
Absolutely per"Preventics" will promptly check a fect
All taxes paid.
title.
Modercold or the grippo when taken early ate price.
Half mortgage If desired.
or at the "sneeze stage." Preventics
L. B. PRINCE. Santa IV. X. M.
cure seated colds as well. Preventics
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly MOTT'S
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
mall you samples and a book on colds
Th')' 'tverconie Weiknem trfme
free, if you will write him. The sam
rit y anil oinli)iri,iii. r. .w vmt
aitd Lahioli
ples prove their merit. Check early
imi1.1 IVl hi.
W' ti " 1 It.
airtV
colds with Preventics and stop pneu
itf
t" tnrln f t .iii.t n h.- j tit
No
no ni ,.f ,,rrf
il
an
monia. Sold In 5c and 25c boxes by
f r
n
kn.twu rvttw-trit
( nun
all druggists.
nt
I'l'Mn
l;r.
..' bin
t
I' iivui.l..
llliill. Vol,
i.O.
NOTICE FOR PI BLICATIOX.
FOH SAfcK BY
ION
ANN
Department of the Interior, Land Of- flce at Santa Fe, N. M.
--

t

January

29,

MEN AND WOMEN.

1907.

I'm Bif 44 for nnnaturftl
Notice Is hereby given that SanditchvrgtM,iAflaiiBis.tiuDt,
tiago Garcia, of Chlllll, N. M., has
M taltbn.
Irritations or ukwtatioDa
fiurwIM
U
r
t mrimw.
of una cob nieuibratiM.
tiled notice of his Intention to make ffSbJj
1
1 ImM Cngl . PainltMA,
tod not wtria
Oa.
final five-yeproof In support of t?lrKiEAjisCttiiicit
at or poitoaoua.
ol4 hf Dr(fUU,
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. Woiiuun,i
wot ia alatn wrtpi
6691 made October 2, 1901, for the
I1 or
K$
by
xoroaa, tropin d, lor
SE14 NW',4, EV4 SWVi and SWIA
buttiM i 76.
rJm Circsiaf sAAal
on rata.
SEVi, Section 3, Township 8 N, Range
6 E, and that said proof will be made
before H. W. S. Otero, United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
ry
N. M., on March 6, 1907.
Alia tilt'UKl IIUW
jut th ao: it riul
He names the following witnesses
EL
Whirl.
ngSpray
to prove his continuous residence up'lariNMi
!W
) r i sr.
on, and cultivation of, the land, vlx:
l. H
M.: it.i.vrl
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio Sandoval, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
ar

li
of
Dnwii.
Pat. phoy 'a It thivse arisd
so much fur thini
tocrats pa-a- y
dresses?"
ixpinse
dunno. onllss th'
th' loieense l' wear 'em
among daceiit people!"
Why Ho IVayed.
Son tat tatde)
Pa, why do you of
Chlllll. N. M.
always pray before you cat?
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Father t making certain his wife
is out of hearing)
Register.
To be prepared
my
ror what
to come,
boy.
Your
Hi)UfeTiU
mother does the citoklng!
for Tike K Truing fitlwn.

FM'Um-

West Gold Are.

PROFESSIONAL

two-thir-

wlio

IOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

lf

News.

TO-DA-

TEISONAL PltOPI.TtTY

issL

HARRIMAN THINKS, TALKS, LIVES

Full-woo-

m

Siieclal Correspondence.
6.
London, Mar.
General I.ouls
Botha will be chosen premier and
minister of native affairs for the
Transvaal by the new parliament of
the colony. The remainder of the
ministry will also be made up from
the Boer party.
This means that the Boers will
rule the Transvaal the scene of much
rivalry and bloodshed. In the recent
elections
or Hot Volk,
Boer. party,
VOl SALE.
. . . . Q7 .the
. , ..
.
,
,,
trap:
FOR
SALE A
cheap. 305 Baca avenue.
6, and the Indenend- the
nationalists
$1.00.
enta
The Hot Volk. nationalists FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
February 7. A. I Martin to Porfresh soon. See George K. Neher.
terfleld Co., west 142 feet, lots 2 and
5, block 8, Lewis and Slmmonds addiFOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
tion and other proerty. $1.00.
Yost typewriter,
See The Cltl
February 7. A. Bratina to Albert
zen.
A. Hhamaly, lots 11 and 12, block 2,
FOR
SALE The Claude Glrard
Baca addition. $1.
property on Mountain road, first
Fehruary 7. Albert A. Shamaly to
house west of acequla, near Six
A. Michael and R. Michael, same as
above $1.00.
teenth street. Inquire on premises
7.
I.. II. Chamler!ain
February
or at 300 North Broadway.
and wife to James J. Dale, lot 14 4. $3,500.
r OR SALE At the "Variety" you
block 7, Cryssan and Kennedy addi
will find fine home made bread, 6c
tion. $1.
How to Remain Young.
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked
February 8. B. A. SleyMer and
young
In
and
health
To continue
beans, soup and other good things
wife to Anna Weed, lot 3, block 8, strength,
do as Mrs. N. F. Bowan.
stirctly home made. Phone 710,
Hunlng Highland addition. $1.
says:
McDonough,
Ga.,
She
did.
8. O. I.. Altheimer
to
February
Mrs. Downs, 506 South Arno St.
curElectric
Bitters
of
bottle
"Three
Thos. L. McSpadden, E 4 lot 4. block ed me of chronic liver and stomach
Does coffee disagree with youT
3, Brown well and I .ail addition. $1.
complicated with such an
Probably It does!
February 8. Sarah A. I.oomls and trouble
Then try Dr.
blood
of
condition
unhealthy
the
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cof
husbund to Thos S. McSpadden, lot 5
as
my
flannel.
red
turned
skin
that
one-ha4,
6
and west
of lot
nnd
fee" is a clever combination of parch
block 3, Brownwell and Lnil addition I am now practically 20 years younged cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
er than before I took Electric Bit$1.
real coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop's
February 11. Emelia S. de dm vex ters. I can now do all my work with
Health Coffee, yet Its flavor and taste
e.t al to Trinidad t5. Hubbell,
ease and assist in my husband's
matches closely old Java and Mocha
Guaranteed at all dealers.
Interest in and to a track of store."
Coffee.
I Price
50c.
If your stomach, heart or
land in Pujarllo. $400.
kidneys can't stand coffee drinking,
try Health Coffee. It Is wholesome.
nourishing and satisfying. It's nice
even for the youngest child. Sold by
C. N. Brlgham.
lf
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

DRUGS

$50.

Sales.

Tl EMAY.

When You Need

a,

ESTATE TRANSFERS

SOME THINGS TOWN OK
1.
Mrs. MiiiUlda Cuneo
GAI.H I NOW REOIESTS to February
E. A. Cantell, small holding claim
A petition ts being circulated about
Sec. 7,
3 In the S. of the
No.
town among tho citizens and It Is to Township 9 N, of Range 3 E, $ri0.
be sent to S. . Aldrleh, the representaFehruary 1. W. S. Shadrarh to Eltive of this district In the lower
lot Kit, block H,
house. The petition has as lis pur- mer L. Washburn,
addition.
pose the legalizing of the present I'erfecto Armljo & Bros.
an$1.00
board. It Is ulso reported that
being
Is
or
1.
February
Susan Brewer ami
other petition has been
circulated which has as its purpose husband to James E. Clark E. 'i of
the creating of a law which will call lots 1, 2, and 3, block 43, lluning
for an election of city officers each Highland addition. $:!,800.

HISTORY

February tj. Bank of Commerce
to Porterfleld Co., lots 7 and 8, Mock
R, Atlamtlc and Pacific addition. $325.
Fehruary 12. Jesuslta L. de Apo-dae- a
nnd husband to Carlotta Candel-arithree lots fronting on south Hecond street. $1.
February 12. Roderick Stover nnd
wife to board of education of the city
of Albuquerque, lots 11 and 12, block
o. Atlantic and Pacific addition. $560.
February 14. Ma Benlngna de
Sanrhex to Eduardo Sanehex, piece of
land situate in Atrlsco tract No. 28.

ftllKUAKI
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EVENING CITIZEN.
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The first week sh
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WEST VIRGINIA MINERS HELD IN BONDAGE
BY

SYSTEM OF MONEY HEARTLESSNESS
IV DFJJT TO

CONiflANTLiY

HIE

the min- CONDITIONS

ooaij oonrouATiox,

Kll Kl'BM ITS TO
THAT IMTK.KIL HIS LIFE
WIIHN HE DIES THE WIDOW
AND ORPHANS AHE SHIPPED
AWAY.

the Newspaper
Mnterprlse Association.
Nnlslnjrcr.
i.
II.
1T
Mpecda) iTorrespondence.
Charleston. W. Va.. Mar. K. A
story will bo told nt "the legislative
Inquiry Into the frightful coal mining dtsnidjers In this state which will
astound.
It will be shown that a condition
of bnndapa exists in the mining region a bondage that accounts for
the silent itontcues and tho dofrged
submission to conditions of peril In
by

1907.

C'uyi-iKh.t-

not enforced;
that safety devices,
coating money, are not Installed?
Who is thre to complain?
Here are the conditions I find In
the coal mln regions of West Virginia, where life Is as cheap as dirt:
The operaitor owns 'the lands, th
railroads that lead Into them, the
houses In which the miners live, and
he sells to the miners supplies nt
whatever prices he chooses. The
operator charges a railroad fare of
5 cents a mile and more.
Ills rentals
are high and he ejects the tenants
any time he wishes. The miners sign
a lease for the furniture In their
homes. They pay on an average of
$15 a month for the furniture and
this amount is extracted from their
wages, as are the other 'taxes which
the operator Inflicts on them. Generally the men are kept so much In
Impossible for them
debt that It
to leave the mine.
In some mines men are discharged

DAILY MAKCII OP
THE BOY SIjAVES.
About the time night gives way to
morning you can see the boy miners
coming over he hills that surround
tho mine. At first they are but so
many dots against ithe hillside. Then
thtey grow larger and presently a
faint flicker Is seen at the ead of
each. They seem like so many moving toy soldiers. They are stooped,
little figures, dirty, shivering, carrying big dinner palls. Some are
laughing, others singing, others cursing in the language they have learned from the older miners with whom
they associate away down there In
the darkness of the mines.
"A man has to let his boys go to
work in the mines," said an old miner. "It's the only way to fret ahead
of the game."

A

Mortar

-

state her husband was

the

wan In

In a
mine accident. H w,is laid up for
was
he
months. Then
stricken with
typhoid fever. He w;ls neavily In
debt. He went back to work, physically unable. He promised his wife
that he would go back home as soon
as he had settled his oYMs with the
company. Then came tho explosion
that carried away him and many
others.
"My husband owed the company
for our furniture. He had three-fourtof his debt paid. They made
him stay here and pay his debts.
He didn't want to Ins,, nil he had
paid by going away. Now they have
(taken hi life for payment" sxd
Mrs. John Cowan, another widow,
with five children.
Tragedies of Toll,
"nilly" Hall was killed by a roof
caving In, shortly before the Stuart
dis;ister.
Hall had JT'O funeral expenses coming to him. The company
used his wajtes for funeral expenses.
Joseph I'ollnsky catne to the mine
shortly
the clitster.
before
He
brought his wife ami three miner
sons with him. The fa:)i.T and boys
worked In the mine. The father
came up ten minutes before the
His sons were nil killed. The
company sent the father and mother
away as soon as possible.
Child Ilrcadwiuncrs.
Oscar Allen, 17 years of ae, was
taken from school a yc:ir ago and became a miner slave of tho world in
terior because his farther was III and
unable to support the boy and the
boy's mother. The boy worked hard.
Long before the other Americans
were at the mine for the day's work,
g
he was there with the
foreigners. He wim one of the dead
In the Thomas disaster.
The people
of Thomas and the company will take
care
of the invalid father and
mother.
'A nuin has to let his boys work,"
said a miner. "It's the only way io
get ahead of tho game."
Several unpaved streets run to tho
mine. On both sides are long rows
of narrow houses. Two and three
families live in many of the houses.
Crated ITchIi and lllood.
A few weeks before tho explosion
23 Hungarians,
Slavs and Italians
were brought to Stuart. They were
helpless immigrants, understanding
only their native tongue, coming to
America to reap some of the promised wealth. They came, huddled together like so many dumb t easts In
a cattle car these foreigners who
had been snagged by an employment
bureau In New York, ami. It Is charged, sold to the mine operators at
12 a head and shipped here at the
expense of the operators.
After reaching Stuart they wero
consigned to two rooms. One of the
rooms was fitted up with long bunks
ntted up with hay and straw. This
was their living room. They ate dry
bread and drank black coffee. They
were sent Into the mine to do work
that experienced hands were required
io ao ana or wnicn they knew noticing.
They received less than 12 a
week and the company got nearly all
of this back for rent and exoruitant
provision prices.
They had but a few weeks of this
prison life when the explosion came
ney
were caught like so many
i
sheep.
The bunks are now filled .again. A
new supply of foreigners have been
sent to take their places. The work
at the mine will soon be on again
In full bhiKt.
And such Is the existence of miners In West Virginia.
mangU--

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
The Name

il7m,

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

for honest advertising.
1
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A CHILD
Here's a woo lilt of

a tail who U
exiieeteri to do a man's work In a
Virginia
West
coal mine.
HOMES THAT M I N I', ICS TENANT.
Ho Is
Thiimits. W. Va., tins a long winding Htiwt, Ixrtli shies f which aro standing beside a coal car, which lie
linecl witli house like iIicmc.
Two families llvo In each. There i.ro two lias filled as the result of his underor Uiito rooms In each half. In West Virginia the companies own micli ground toil.
houses by tho wholesale and rent them to Uio miners at figures out of
nil prMrtlon to tho cost of tho buildings.
ner, he sends the widows and orphans away at the cheapest possible
cost. There is no suit for damhe black, unprotected holes In the for mentioning a miners' union.
ages.
bowels of this state of West VirLords
and
Vassal.
Tho operator sends away and gets
i
gin la.
The mine operator employs skilled
Men who work for the coal barons men to handle the workmen of his another man to fill the dead man's
He gives him tho victim's
dare no call their souls their own . mines. They live In finely furnished place.
They and their families are owned homi. From their bay windows they lamp, his oil, his clothes, If they nre
not
destroyed,
by the employing corportlons.
and sends him to the
The can view the slaves of the world In- mine.
men can hardly be said to receive
marching down the hills early
wages. They must live in the opera- terior
thlree-roomorning
Dead and in Debt.
in the
irom their
tors' houses; rent the operators furhuts, and dragging
weary
Two years ago John Atkinson came
niture; buy their very food at ex- forms back laite at night.their
to America, Hack home they thought
orbitant prices from the operators
One of them dies the operator money was lying around the mounand with few exceptions are eter- buries him at the least possible ex- tains of West
ready to be
nally in the debt of the operators.
pense. If that man has a family picked up. HeVirginia,
In the mines
Is 'there any wonder that laws are which contains no other breadwin for some time. worked
Then tils wife Joined
m

RIGHTS" ISSUE
MEETS CIIAIXEXfSE OF HKPl It
I.ICAN HEACTIOXAIUES
HAH
VAItl
SPEECH A PHEI.IMI
NAHY.

(Ity ;ils)iu (Gardner.)
Special Correspondence.
Washington, 1). C Mar r. Th
real "live wire" in President itoose
. ..
Velr fl Rn,f.h
I,.. .........
i ii.iiv.iKi
ine omer
day was it Km t i,,i
i.
ed the Increuse of mithoiity and functions in the federal government.
In that speech will he found a
e
of the next niesage to congress.
Secretary Hoot calls It -- Increase
..
of nu linn ...... i....
i
'"I're.ieiiiaiive
Met all, of Massachusetts,
in a speech
called It "federal usurpation"
and
iiiir.ii a, note or alarm.
McCall and Aldiich and Foraker In
. i
the senate call tho rit i.m
spectlon, pure food bill
fore-tuxt-

i

W.

'"linn

1

W or

interstate commerce act were
killed In the house committee.
I'surpatlon ami "Slcii."
It Is remarkable to hear republicans walling aoout "states' rights"
and "federal usurpation."
"Mr. McCall was one of the few
republicans to oppose the rate bill,"
siud a close friend of the president
by way of explanation.
"He v&lka
now about states' rights.
I appre
hend thut the kind of states' rights
the reactionaries have In mind is Hie
right of a state lik New Jersey to
incorporate a railroad which Is to run
In Minnesota und the JJakotas, and
which claims a right, under us New
Jersey Incorporation, to do as it blank
except
pleases, with no regulation
that of the stock Jobbers or train
wreckers who happen to control a
working majority of its stock."
It Ih iH'lleved that tho above state
ment relleots fairly well what l'rasi
dent Koosevelt has in mind as a
reply to Met 'all's speech.
The president believes that tho
"federal usurpation" bugbear Is the
latest effort of 4he hostile reaction
arles to head oft the reforms which
he is anxious to complete during his
term of ortlee. There is still the Inheritance tax, and income tax bills
he wants to see enacted together
with a more strict regulation of the
railroads ami some similar legisla
tion.
So he will meet the challenge of
the "federal usurpation" charge and
will Join the Issue nt once.

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component

arts and has won the valuable patronage of rmuions of the
rworld,
who know ol their own personal know ledge
from

v ell Informed of the
use that it is the first
and
actual
, rr
l-- i
.
i
i
II. Claims
are made,
ai.ui iurii ui uiiiiiy uixauvcs, ilor w men no extravagant or unreasonauie
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This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of
Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its Dure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
and the Well Informed of the world to be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Svrup of Fiti and
Elixir of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs
name of
and to get its bencntial
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name of tlie Company
California Fig Syrup
Co.
printed on the front of every package,
whether you call for
Syrup of Figs
or by the lull name - yrup ol
figs and Elixir of Senna.
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I umik In an old Honuui
foriuiNl of n handle of rod

cm-lilcn-
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and

ImiiukI together. Thin was vur
liefore the chief muglstrates as a
of their p.ner over llfo
limb. In (III country tho l'af mid
has
hce IneoriMiratol imo tho decoration
t.t Komn imiIiIIc liiiildings a a
HiiggeMtlou
of the wiverelgiuy of the
l ulled States.
ments for iiutinniil divorce and child
lnhor laws "fc.'-'inusurpation."
They say he start. these things and
crowded them.
"States'
rights are threatened,"
they shriek; "chick him."
TrliiiinliiK I lie Chief.
House and sen .t- leaders got together at the hi
of this session and agreed t pull together In
putting on the h: ik.s agaJunt "federal usurpation." They thought that
ax there are no
tlnns In immediate prospect It .:h s;ifu to "trim up"

rlil

k.viiiImiI

mh-iI- c

l

t. An.casual

study ef the record of the
session Juxt end.' .' will reveal the
f ict that all legini itinn tending to an
expansion of the federal power li.ts
been ditched.
Senator HeverH
child l.ihor bill
a ml the control nt insurance were re
to "the Junior
ii iita ror an opi
supreme
court," t t is. the judiciary
committees of tin .nu' and senate,
on the rendering
and wero laid hi
of an opinion .y .Judges"
Jenkins
and Spooner thai
would te "uii- iinstltuUiiiial."
Itepreseiitativ-Oil
lllOtioIlK
Tawny and I 'run ' k.-- four or live
of tln most vital - etiiins In the ag- bill, provid
ricult ural uppropi
nig for thu entuent of tho pure
food law, were Kt u keii out.
Likewise all pr
amendments
e
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELEIVES

Hot

PAIN.

nCILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CUHES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIAI1ETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

S.

CUKES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,
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Agent for round
thirty days.

trip rates skhI f
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Write us For Catalogue of

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

MONEY

PEOPLE HERE

This is a message that will bring
happiness again into many families
and sunshine into the lives of hundreds of disheartened and discouraged
men and women here. It requires Just
a little Inconvenience, for it can't be
bought already prepared. It Is a simple homo
prescription
now being
made known In all the larger cities
throuirh the tiewsna net's. II in tnttnil- cd to check tho many cases of rheu
matism. Kin i icy and bladder trouble
Which have made mo munv erltiriles
and Invalids and weaklings of some
f our brightest and strongest people.
Tllle
tu.en
druifirisLs liiere have
notified to suiinlv themselves with
the ingredients, and the sufferer will
have no trouble to obtain them. Tho
lirescrilrtion Is as follows! Klnlil Kk- ounce; Comtraet Dandelion, one-hapound Kargon, one ounce, and Coin- S.'l
run lilt 11 In Ihnui
liounil Svrilli of
ounces. Mix by shaking well in a bottle. The dtfcM. is one teiuoioonfiil nftr
each meal und at bedtime.
Keccnt experiments, even In severe
hospital cases, prove this simple mixture the remedy for rheumatism,
of its positive aotion upon the
cMminative tissues of the kidneys. It
compels these most vital organs to
lilter from the blood and system the
aste Impurities and uric acid which
I h.
II rA
It
funiA ctt rhoiimtitlitni
cleanses the kidneys, strengthens them
and removes quickly such symptoms
as backache, blood disorders, bladder
weakness, frequent urination, painful,
SL'itliline anil iliwoloreil nrtne if nnls
as it powerful stimulant to tho entire
Kiiiney aim madder
structure, puts
new life into them and Invigorates the
entire tract. It makes the kiilnevs
clean the blood. Tho Dandelion will
take care of liver trouble und constipation, and is tine for the stomach.
Kl:it..M
All 111. ftii.r..ai.-iit:i
ull.
known local druggist, are of vegetable
extraction, making it a safe and
harmless prescription at any time.
Those
suffer ami are accus
tomed to purchase a bottle of patent
ineiiri lne should not let a. little Inconvenience interfi-rwllh inakinu un
this prescription.
Wherever this becomes generally known, slates it large
eastern publication, it ruins the sale
of the pa.tent nu ilU liii-- und
rheumatism and kidney cures, which
is its best eluloi nemeiit of virtue.
lf
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A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of tlie utmost value and in questions of life and health
u

SHOE STORE

Wm. CHAPLIN

TO MANY

of the

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should lie remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by tlie California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it it a remedy of

iiih

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

MORE

The Well Informed of the World.
vast fund of personal knowledge is really essential lo the achievement
highest excellence in any field of human effort.

A

I

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

A I'at roil of Snort.
editor would be pleased to
head a movement looking to getting
a circus to visit our vicinity. The
last show that was here done good.
bhows is highly moral and education
al Institutions. The editor was treated line by the last show that was
here. Shell lieach (Fla.) Fudge.

Personal knowledge is the winning factor in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortiMate
possessor in the front ranks of

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

j

The

The OF lue
Personal Knowledg

ttw wwt w
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of the

PRESIDENT'S NEXT MES
SAGE ON "STATES'

FATHKULESS! THEIIE AltE MANY OF THESE IN WEST VHK.1MA.
The
children are tlie orphans of James Eckcrslicrg, who wus killed in the iiilno disaster at Stuart,
Va.
Tbolr widowed mother Is left without a cent. She Is waiting to hoc wliat the coniMiiiy will do.

CHAPLIN

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE
j ALBUOUEROUE.
N. N.
NORTH dRfnwn
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00"0'
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

c--

Machine

r

Works

f.

R.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Crass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; shaftings, rulleys. Grade liars. Babbit Metal; Columns an". Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropalrm on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpeity
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. 11.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

w.

L.

trimble
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BEST TOUHNOUTS IN THU SITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
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Thos. F. Keleher
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;ullii Covers tioo Squuro Feet.
I'AI .MI-IIUMIF TAINT
Miw I Ail k 4, I.aH Five Vears.
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408 Watt Railroad Avanu
WorUed Like u t'liann.
Mr I. N. Wulker. editor of that
I'iiy Journal, tiie Euteririse, Louisa.

Va

e
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NEXT

COMMERCE.

LIVEHT. SALE, FEtD AND
TRANSFER STAULEri.
Ilorijs and Mules Bought und

PILES

WEST fiA I LRO
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I ran a nail in my foot
fays;
week bud ut uiioe ailwd Buck-len- s
Arni.a .aive No Inllanimatlon

PAZO OINTMENT U guarnnteel
tl. ale .imily hi'aled thf
to cure any case of Itching, Ullnd, followed.
wound " Heals every sore, burn and
Itleedlng or I'rutudinK Tiles in t t'j
luarantce .1 al all
It day or money refunded. 6)c.
dealer.
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RIGHT VIEW TO TAKE OF COR- PORATIONS BY LEGISLATORS
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n ilu. (trial publication, of Chattanooga, Tenn., discusses
legislaeditorially what It terms the
tion craze," and snya it "wishes to sound a note of
warning to the people of the south regarding (he pres
ent tendencies of poltkiana and legislatures to Jump
on corporations."
IMscusning the subject, The Tradesman says:
This tendency haa reached the Mage where a halt
s demanded by the best Interests of the south.
The
sentiment Is going abroad that the south Is filled with
a class who are totally oblivious to the rights of cor
porations, no matter what kind of character, and that
he southern legislators are ready to place nil kinds
of burdens and even persecutions on corporations Just
because they happen to be corporations; so it should
be evident to nil that there is more need than ever
before for sane and safe ladershlp throughout the south
to prevent disaster In the hour of success.
We do not believe there Is any considerable amount
of real
sentiment in the south. There
s none of that sentiment which would destroy cor
porate property or deny to It the protection of tho law.
The people of the south are fully cognizant and ap
preciative of the Value of corporations of all classes.
sen
There is a vast difference between
timent and that sentiment which demands the performance of a specific duly. Just ns there are certain
duties which tho Individual owes to society, so there are
certain duties which the corporation owes the public
from whom it gets its franchise Its right to live and
act. The law sees to It that the duties of the Individual
are performed; equally It should enforce performance
on the part of the corporation.
"
It Is rather an
sentiment which prev- vails in the south, or certain sections of It where these
abuses are most flagrant. For Instance, The Tradesman
itself says In the course of the samo discussion:
It Is true that there have been abuses among cor
porations of a
character, notably tho rail
ways and Insurance companies, but these are capable of
a rational remedy and only such should be acceptable
There must bo no arbitrary treatment on either
side.
If Increased traffc Justifies concessions In freight
and passenger raies they should be mado and this fact
is easily accertalnaole.
If any combinations exist that
are In restraint of trade, whether of capital or labor,
they should promptly and fearlessly be eradicated, but
only with an eye to their bearing on the public welfare
and not for purposes of permanently Injuring any factor
on which organized society depends for Its prosperity.
Admitting that there have been abuses, The Trades
man proceeds to assert that they should be remedied,
but it has ever ocen contemplated to do it in a rational
way. We do not know that otherwise than rationally,
though there is, naturally, likely to be a difference of
opinion between tho corporation and the legislative body
as to the extent to which a remedy may go and Btill re
main rational.
"Rational" Is susceptible of consider
able elasticity of construction, but there has been noth
ing, so far as we are Informed, to Indicate that legisla
tive! bodies are Inclined to stretch It to the point of being

MARVELOUS PROSPERITY

one-nint-

well-mea-

FRENZIED

FINANCE EFFECT

Said Henry Clews, New York banker, In his Financial Review of Saturday: Values on the stock exchange have undergone a still further decline, which
was materially stimulated by the revelations of the re
While no new
cent Interstate commerce Investigation.
facts of Importance were developed, the testimony was
of a nature to excite public opinion and strengthen public hostility to the speculative methods of large corporations and great capitalists.
For nearly two years or ever since the Equitable
disclosures began this sentiment against "high finance"
While
has been growing both at home and abroad.
these disclosures In the long run may prove beneficial,
by preventing a repetition of such operations and allowing stockholders to get their Just dues still, their
immediate effect Is exceedingly unsettling.
It comes Just when tome of our large corporations
are sorely In need of new capital, and places them temporarily at least In an unfortunate light before the public here and abroad at a time when they must appeal
The political effect of such disfor financial support.
closures Is also harmful, furnishing as It does an abundance of Inflammable material which political demagogues are sure to Use injuriously at the first opportunity.
Moreover, nothing does more to stimulate the
socialistic propaganda than evidences of unscrupulous
use of great wealth.

RUGS LAST WEEK?

NEW MEXICO GROWTH
The Nara Visa New Mexican, published in Union
county, and the Urton Record, published in Chavez
county, are two of the latest papers to make their entrance on the stage of New Mexico Journalism.
The first in its last issue said: "A Vara Visa we'l
drilling outfit has a contract for drilling ten wells In
Whereever there la a well drilled
one neighborhood.
There are several
you can count on an actual settler.
drills at work in the country, which Is an indication that
we are getting the actual settler." The second, in it?
last Issue speaks of Its neighborhood in these words:
"The sound of the hammer and saw can be heard in
every direction. All over the country where bIx months
ago was bare prairie, there are hundreds of building)
going up.
The man with the hoe is here, and more
Fifteen settlers filed here
such are coming every day.
last Saturday and almost every day there are from one
to a dozen filings made."
New Mexico certainly seems on the upward tide of
prosperity, .despite the efforts made by a certain class
of knockers to give her black eyes on every conceivable
occasion.
"You sell to me
New York Journal of Commerce:
and I'll sell back to you at a profit, and we'll both sell to
the public," seems to be the maxim of high finance. Of
course, the compliment Is returned, and so the game
goes on round a circle, each component part of which

Comprofits enormously at the uninitiateds expense.
modore Vanderbllt's terse epigram regarding the public
has evidently become engraved upon the heart (It would
be unsafe to Bay conscience) of our modern Napoleons
The facts disclosed naturally divert attenof finance.
tion to the possibility of instituting laws making epiCapitalization, or over
sodes of this kind Illegal.
capitalization, of corporations lies at the root of the
whole situation, for it is by this means that the public
are allured into buying securities that look cheap, but
which, In reality, represent weater plus the ingenuity of
president Roosevelt's reported inten
manipulators.
tlon to Inquire into this vitally Important matter be
comes. In the liuht of recent events, not altogether
ridiculous.

News says that "the most puerila
The Tucunu-arlegislative assembly has done
h
ihlnir ihn
or likelv will be (iuilty of. was the expulsion of a news- naiier runnrter from the floor and galleries of the house.
This may lead some people to believe that some of the
charges he made are true. A better way would have
been to pass the matter by without notice." The Citi
zen has Its doubts whether, should somebody's undor- Htrapper come into the News ollice and abuse the editor
for everything a prurient imagination could suggest
..
t)iomr)it
i,h thliici
... r.. of nn.l nt
......ra.. !.,
glllA v.l...
IIAI....I
nil,. u"mi
I..w..
tributing to him the most offensive motives The Citl- sen doubts wlietner me cuuor oi me News, miner sucn
circumstances, would pass the mutter by without notice
for feur some people might believe the charges tine.
l
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Leavenworth Times: "W. J. Staines threshed 0
bushels of alfalfa on the I). R. Anthony farm this week
Who
This seed was raised on thirty acres of land.
says Atchison county can not raise alfalfa?" Atchiso i
Champion. Besides the seed worth $j a bushel, this
The editor ot
piece of alfalfa yielded two hay crops.
the Times believes everey farmer in Kansas should put
Sow it this spring, If it Is on'.y
In a iiatch of alfalfafive acres.
It will pay better than any other crop
the farm.
1

n

The Artesla people want
Carlsbad Current:
couuty seut, and while the people of Carlsbad do not
wish to jee the county divided, they have no word of
censure against uny fair means used to Intluence division. If the county is not divided, the bridge will be
built later on by Eddy county, and If it Is divided
Arteslu w ill build the bridge; so w e may expect to see
a bridge across the Pecos within a year or two.

A

New

Mexico

Owners-40-

Company
Per Cent

Shellfish Commissioner
Thompson and his wife, acting us ma
jority directors of a $50,000 company
oi wnicn tney are at present minority stockholders, have declared a 4u
per cent dividend upon the stock of
the company and have also passed
a resolution to sell a large piece of
valuable property belonging to the
company to obtain funds to pay the
dividend, says the New York Sun.
The other director, who represents the
majority stockholders,
hits engaged
counsel unci secured an injunction.
There is a counter action instituted
by the Thompsons against their fellow director involving
alleged
nn
fraudulent transfer of stock. The
whole matter ts to come up In the
supreme court in iirooklyn before
Justice Jaycox.
Edward Thompson of Northport,
I,. I., whose winter home is nt 222
New York avenue, Iirooklyn, formed
a partnership several years ago with
Dexter K. Cole, ulso of Northport,
in the wholesale
oyster business.
During nnd subsequent to the time ho
occupied office as a memlwr of the
state forest fjsh and game commission Mr. Thompson acquired
land
under water at low prices. These
lands have enhanced enormously in
value. The firm later was Incorporated Into a stock company known us
the Northport Oyster company.
Tho property
lies near Eaton's
Neck, which Juts into Long island
Sound northwest ot Northport village.
Northport liay, Huntington Ray and
Long Island Sound waters nearly surround tho neck und the company's
lands lie all along that region. They
are accounted among the most valuable oyster growing beds In the
world.
The capital stock of the new
company was placed at $50,000, and
500 shares were Issued.
Mr. Thompson and his wife took 250 shares and
Mr. Cole the remaining 250 shares.
Subsequently Cole sold his 250 shares
to tho Natlonul Oyster Carrier company, u New Mexico company that
carries oysters, opened and packed in
ice, to distant places.
Cole, according to the allegations
of Thompson in a legal action he has
brought, had prevailed upon Thompson to sell live shares of his stock to
John Olmstead, superintendent of nn
oyster opening company in Norwalk,
Conn.,
promising,
to
according
Thompson, to sell un equal amount
of his own stock so that he and
Thompson should always control the
management of the Northport Oyster
company. When Thompson ascertained that Cole, ns he alleges, had
not sold five shares of his stock lo
the Norwalk party, but had sold his
entire holdings to the Oyster Carrier
company and had bought the five
shares from Olmstead, thus giving to
the Oyster Carrier company and Cole
a majority of. the stock, there was
friction. He and his wife were elected (by themselves and Cole, who Is
manager
of t,he Northport Oyster
company) as two of the three directors at the .list annual meeting,
held in August.
There are said to be half a million bushels ot oysters,
lying upon the beds. These are
worth, upon a rough estimate, $500,-00Thompson thought he and his
wife were to be frozen out of the
concern, and he called a meeting of
the board of directors and declared a
dividned of 4 00 per cent upon the
capital stock, or $200,000. To provide funds for the payment of this a
resolution was passed, it Is alleged,
providing for the sale of ubout you
acres of the oyster lands.
The Oyster Carrier company, represented by Cole, was present at the
meeting when the large dividend was
declared. Cole consulted attorneys,
secured on injunction from Justice
Kelly restraining the sale of the large
dividend until all parties can be heard
In court upon the merits of the action.
Meanwhile. Thompson, through his
attorney, John L. Hill, secured an
Injunction against Cole, restraining
him from exercising any of the rights
of the live shares of stock until the
matter of Its transfer is cleared up.
Thompson says the live ..iures of
stock were obtained by fraud.
Ex-Sta-
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EDUCATORS ARE NO MORE
UNITED THAN POLITICIANS 5

ooxxooooooxxxxxxxxxcoxx
argue

seven-year-old- s,

Those who
that the appointment of county
school superintendents by a territorial board of education, whoso individual members in greater part owe
their position to appointment from boards, which boards
owe their appointment to the territory's chief executive.
who In turn owes his appointment to the president of
the United States, would take the public schools out of
politics, out of unseemly dissensions, reckon without
acquaintance with human nature and without knowledge of the fact that the educational camp is rent by
differences more bitter than any political strife among
parties and partisans.
For instance, Professor Wilbur S. Jackman in the
February Popular Monthly, intimates that the average
educator of today Is an old fogy who really knows little
of educational principles and practices less.
Professor
Jackman wants to revolutionize the present system of
He goes further to say that even
school organization.
In the best schools of today, "No helpful relations are
established among pupils or between them nnd the
teacher; mutual assistance Is prohibited, and the teach
er la a sentinel to prevent It. The greatest need in life
today, on the other hand, Is a spirit of helpfulness and
In the school-rooshould It first find root." This Is an
"enormous moral loss to society," he says of the present
system of school teaching, "for the forces of youth are
not engaged in upbuilding our social and national life."
This Is the Humming up of this eminent educator's arraignment of the present school system: "The present
system that grinds and chafes at every move was de
veloped under archaic ideals; It has become antiquated
and in a large measure useless."
Allen Harmon Carpenter
in the Bookman says:
"Education haa become an absorbing theme for more
of the Intelligent minds outside of the teaching profession than ever before; hence higher standards have
been set." The writer regrets the presnt nnd growing
tendency toward specialization in teaching which unfits
teachers for the larger duties and sympathies of life.
Ha says: "Teachers now seek deeply Into the minutiae
of some limited field and all too often lose sight of outside interests, save as they touch their one ism.' "
Another educational writer, C. llanford Henderson,
in his new book, "Education and
tho Larger IJfe,"
says: "To be nn educator is not then, to be a man
merely conversant with the customs and conventionalities of the school room."
There are many Just as eminent educators who disagree with tho men quoted above and they have a right
H is, however, because teachers of equal
to disagree,
attainments disagree that there are parties and parties
within parties In educational circles, that there is
wrangling ami strife. Naturally, a board of educators
leaning toward one school, or one side in education,
would Insist upon appointing teachers to county school
supeiintendencles who are their way of thinking, whi!-those representing another phase of the educational
question would insist upon naming their share of the
appointees and it is well known that dissensions among
scholars are more bitter than any political strife.
Most of the stakes ut which men were burned durIn
ing tho medieval ages were erected by scholars.
those days schools were entirely In tho hands of iir.ol-era"schoolmen," but no one sighs for those days, to
come again. The city schools are under tho management of boards elected by tho people from among the
people and the progress and high standing of New Mexico's city schools is a refutation of the assertion that
the country schools will never be what they ought to
be unless they are placed under the denomination of
men who are professional educators by divine right and
appointment.
However, these nr all minor arguments in comparison with that of popular government.
There are
people who Insist, with some show of reason that we
would have a better ciaas of sheriffs, treasurers, governors, legislators, if their selection were left t the
territorial hoard of education, but as long as this is a
government for and by the people, it will not come to
pass that the bureaucratic methods of Russia will be
adopted in the government of the public scholia or of
uny other part of the government that concerns the
people us vitally as does the public school system. New

Rrooks, of this city, Is
Oyster Carrier
company mentioned in the fore
going article. Regarding the legal tangles mentioned, Mr. Brooks
said: "There is nothing in the
claim that Captain Cole secured
his five shares
fraudulently,
the
latter being one of the most honorable men living on Long Island.
Moreover, in any event, this question
in no manner affected the holdings
of the National Oyster Carrier company. When Mr. Thompson undertook to sell off 900 acres of land for
$200,000. i objected and went to New
York, accompanied by V. II. Chll-derand wo had tho dividend and
sale mopped by injunction.
Whereupon Mr. Thompson and his witV'
were willing to listen to reason and
were prevailed upon to make a reasonable settlement, with the result that
within the last fortnight they came to
an amicable understanding
selling
their Interests and stock in the North-por- t
Oyster company to Captain Cole
and the National company. The National company by this deal is now
the owner of nearly all of the stock
of the Northport company."
Mr. ISrooks also stated that the
was highly satisfactory to
the National Oyster Carrier
L.

of the National
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T VIES
in Albuquerque
See Ours
SUlclMTOSH

HARDWARE CO.

I

refuse to go. I actually picked dat
dere dawg up In mah ahms and carried um, 'ciare to goodness Ah did.
De city don't gib me no cyart to carry
off de dawgs in an' how is yoh gwine
to taike um when dey 'fuse to foiler?"
he Inquired. "If dey can git a bettali
poundmastah den Ah is let um. Ah
don't cyar; but siong as Ah'm heah,
let 'em treat me laike Ah's human."
WEAK, WEARY WOMEN.

J. D. Eakla, President
O. Glomi, Vice President.

TCi.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLKBALK DKALKRB IN
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When the back aches and throbs.
When housework is torture.
When night brings no rest nor
sleep.
When urinary disorders set in
Women's lot is a weary one.
There Is a way to escape these woes
Doan's Kidney Tills cure such ills.
Have cured women here In Albuquerque.
This Is one Albuquerque woman's
testimony.
Mrs. J. R. Grubb, living at 217
South Uroadway, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, says: "For about two weeks
my condition was so that whenever
I would move
around, pains and
sharp stitches would take me in my
loins.
Further proof of a disturbed
condition of the kidneys existed, evidenced by a too frequent action of
the secretions from these organs, as
was mostly noticeable In the fore part
of the day. A lady, who had been
similarly troubled and had been cured
by Doan's Kidney Pills, advised me to
use them. Procuring a box I used
only a small portion and the benefit
I derived was so pronounced that I
was given proof of the genuineness
of this medicine as a cure for back
ache nnd all ills arising from deranged kidneys."
For sale by fall dealers. Price 50c.
Fostcr-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
14.
take no other.
Subscribe,

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwest for Jos. ,
8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayefa Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies toe numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell tne straight article as received by ns from the best
laerlet,
DlBtillerles and Breweries In the United Stat e. Call and lnseeetvoar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Ust,
Issued to dealers only.

Schllti, Wm. Lemp and

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT w th the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,

Cheap.
Economical.
The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric

Remember .the small price of adnt Klks' theatre tonight.
Take your family to see The Counterfeiters; Ki,
and 35 cents.
mission

LI

and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

ELKS OPERA HOUSE
MARCH

t

i

everything la J foe te outfit tbe
most fattldlout bar cemplef

lor The citizen ana get

THURSDAY,

Treasurer.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep

Learn the Cuuse of Dally Woes and
Kncl Them.

the news.

Chss. Mellni, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

Phone Red 98

7

MAHARA 'S

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
18.50
PER TON

WOOD

ll

CARNIVAL

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

i
his Aims.
(irand r.lcvatcd l'irst Part. CoiimkI-ians- ,
Uancvi's, Siligt-rs- ,
Combined
He Washington Ward, U. t
Willi I .ady Chorus.
custodian of the city pound, who was
this morning the subject of comment
by a contributor
to
the Moruir.
Journal, feels that he has been placed
in an unfair position before tho pub
lie.
He was highly Indignant when Olllo of ph asing Vaudeville Specialties
the story was brought to his notice

John

'i

Susie's Band

Mll'l

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

P. Matteucci

at

ct

S.

502 80UTH

Second Part

the city building.
"Hat pa pun is 'tarnally attack'ii Acrobats, Musical Acts, Murolica,
Drills, Song Hits, J .n test Musical
men befo' do public" Ward declare 1
KuiiiImts, tiiurtets. Octets, Chorus"an' dey cain't eben let de city pound- es by Ijicly Members, i:kvtrlcal
master alone.
I want yoh to pat
somethln' in da Citizen ion me, an
I wants yoh to put It In jes laik Ah
says it an' not in broken langwidge.
Musical
All doesn't speak broken langwldge, Concluding with the one-aCoined),
Ah doesn't lie told tne reporter for
The Evening Citizen this morning.
"Dat dawg Ah had yestlddy ebenln'
was tuk at a lady's house on Cop pah
aveuoo.
She give urn to me an' when
Ah tries to talk it away, de dawg he Prices
50c, 75c, ana $1.04)

EAT MORE

COAL

fi

IT

Al

BLOCK

For the
Best Line of

1,.
Mr. lirooks and his son.
C.
ironies, who is now In New York,
have now become directors of the

Northport company. This favorable
termination of the difficulty will be
gratifying news to Albuquerque

Sbttn of Ctmt

F. H. STRONG,

0.

(1.

Rug VHtb tba

can be seen in our stock of real antique Turkish rugs. But "there are
others," rich in color and -- eautlful
in design, In our exquisite stock of
Persian, Bohkara, Daghestan, in our
lines of tienital rugs, and we have
many beautiful domestic rugs in Wilton, Axmlnater and In the cheaper ingrain art squares that we are selling
at wonderfully low prices.

Big

0
Dividend Blocked.

But, altogether, it looks ns If those who demand
remedy of these abuses, and against whom this
sentiment Is charged, are practically
on common ground with The Tradesman In the conclusion of Its discussion In which it urges rational remedies
for the abuses which, it declares, exist.
it is
It is not a question, then, of
simply a matter of an adequate and a reasonably priced
public service. Atlanta Constitution.

You can find some mighty low people trying to get
Mexican.
into high places.

the territory.

OYSTERS

arbitrary.

.

1

EL,

Because we have the prettiest line of Axministers, Wiltons, Velvets and Brussels in
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The Citizen has received, with the compliments of
the Manufacturers' Record of Baltimore, a pamphle'.,
"America's Amazing Advance," by Richard H. Edmonds.
Mr. Edmonds Is editor of the Manufacturers' Record,
and the article was originally published In the Review
of Reviews. As preface to It, Mr. Edmonds says:
Between 1900 and 1907 the value of farm property
In the United States Increased from $20,400,000,00 t3
The total
a gain of $7,600,000,000.
$28,000,000,000,
capital of the national banks of the United States Is
h
as much as the actual
$808,0000,000, or only
MoreIncrease made In farm wealth In seven years.
over, this Increase of farm values In seven years Is
equal to about 60 per cent of the capitalization of all
the railroads of the United States built up during the
years.
What the farmers have done in
last seventy-fiv- e
seven years, which Is really the most striking fuct In
American business history, Is typical of the amazing
progress and prosperity of the wholo country of late
years, though in no other lines of development has the
advance bem quite so wonderful ns that of the farmers. The facts about our material development as set
forth in the following pages should stir the heart and
quicken the pulse of every lover of his country and
cause a general rejoicing over our country's ubillty tj
make such a magnificent showing in contrast with the
poverty and despair of ten years ago. Notwithstanding
this unparalleled prosperity there has been developed
but mistaken
by demagogic agitation and by
eal of some honest agitators discontent and bitterness,
which unless checked will endanger and eventually def
This prosperity
stroy this universal prosperity.
farmers, of merchants, of manufacturers, of mechanics
and of day laborers has been the wonder of the world.
In Us Christmas Issue the Manufacturers' Record commented on this situation and pointed some of the
reasons why this condition should cause the American
people to recognize that this universal activity and prosperity Is In Itself proof that the country Is not being
ruined by banks and bankers, by corporations or other
business Interests which are being so unceasingly

lor.
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Shoemaking and Repairing
103 N. rirst
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The Citizen Print Shop Is I

of the most nutritious
of foods-go- od,
wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
In health. Ditto in money saving', because bread Is cheaper than meats
and non-es- s
as Kratlfvlnsr
to the appet
best bread
and other
always or- der UUTT
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where you can get the most for
IKE'S
your money. We print every. 1 TON'S
D
thing but greenbacks and post- age stamps. Either phone.
you
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Alderman Hanley Suggests Joint Committee With Ladies City Physician
Says Doctors Fail to Report
Contagious Diseases.
Though only a short itejwlon was
held, the regular meeting of the city
last night wag a very Interesting one, anil tome Important business was transacted.
The first thing given attention was
a committee of the Woman's club,
composed of Mrs. O. E. Wilson nnd
Mrs. Margaret Medler. Mrs. Wilson
was the spokesman for the club, and
acting upon a resolution previously
passed by that body, she asked the
council if there was not an ordinance
prohibiting the carrying
and dis
charging of fire arms In the city
not,
limits, and If there was
could not
the council frame up and pass one
at n.n early date? The women were
very anxious that this nuisance be
abated at as early a date as possible,
and to have special attention paid to
the carrying of guns by boys.
The women were informed that no
Buch ordinance existed, but City Attorney Hickey stated there was a territorial law regarding the discharge
of fire arms within the limits of any
settlement,
lie thought this statute
should cover the case in Albuquerque
completely.
Alderman Hanley then
moved that the case be referred to a
committee who should meet with a
committee from the Womans club and
the two bodies decide upon the most
advisable steps to take in the matter.
His motion carried.
No Gallics In Streets.
Shortly after the above had been
was
dispensed with, an ordinance
read, which prohibits boys playing
game
ball, marbles, "shinney" or any
what soever In the streets of the city.
the
Some of the aldermen thought
clause, "any game whatsoever," too
stringent, as it would prohibit innocent and harmless games, and- - practically would deprive the boys of the
use of the public streets. The ordinance was then amended so that It
will read, "or any games of a simioounoil
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MARKETS

mani-becau-

New York Stocks.

May Wheat
May Corn

R

76

464

May Oats
Amn Sugar
Amal Copper
Amn Smelters
Amn Car Foundry
Atchison Com
Anaconda
Amn Locomotive

41Vi

127
105
133

94

417

924

69
68
105
68
178
39
14
155
34
31
120
76
22
64

&

!

Mo Pac
Mex Cen

Nat Lead
N. Y. C

V

121

Norfolk
Pac
& W
Pennsylvania
Heading Com
It. 1. Com
S. Pac
St. Paul

se

ts

ot

136f,
41
126
114
23
83
140
23
141
164
41
101
27
20

So. Hy

Tenn Coal
U. Pac
lT. S. S. Com
V. S. S. pfd
Greene Con
Shannon
Santa Fe Cup
1'. & A
(lid Dominion
Cop Hange
Ninth Hutte
Itutte Coal
May Cottun

S

'"'

"

69;

e

6.

4

179
52
89
106
34
986

f.--

$4.76 M 7.50.

5.T-C- uttle

cASSIFY.
FOll SALE Small business. with
horse and wagon, paying $ls per
TOO LATE TO

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 6. Cattle
receipts 1 1.000, including 600 southerns. Market strong. Southern steers
cows $l.f0 'u1
$3.75 iii 5.25; southern
4 11O; muckers
and feeders $3.75 if
5.35; bulls $4fr4.25; calves $3.501
7.25; western
fed steers $4'ij6.00;
western fed cow s $ 3 W 4.50.
7,000.
receipts
Market
Sheep
strung. Muttons $5'ii5. 75; lambs $7
5.25 'n 6.50;
wethers
di 7.5a; range
ewes $4.50 ft 5.30.
Chicago livestock.
Chicago, Mar. 5. Cattle receipts
3.0110.
Market steady, peeves $4. 7a
ftti.35; cows and heifers $1.75615.25;
blockers and feeders $2.75i(, 4.90;
'IVxans $14. 75; calves $ru7.50.
12.000.
Market
Sheep receipts
Sheep $3.75 t 5.65 ; lambs
Heady.
Omaha Livestock.
Omaha, Neb., Mar.

6;

6,- -

i

Sell cheap

for cash. AdCitizen office.
Deafnst Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
diseased portion of the ear.
reach
the
..
a
una ry n j iu l . a uraiiiraai
and that la by constitutional
remedies.
le
iubcu vy mi iiummeu cuuui
tio
lining of the
mucins
tuc
this tube la lnnam-- a
ed
rumbling sound or Imper-an- d
te
when It la entirely
ipsa la the reault, and
clc
let
can be taken out
ar
restored to lta normal con-- g
til
will be destroyed forever;
nl
ut of ten are caused by
h Is nothing but an lnflam-o- f
the mucoua aurfacea.
e One Hundred Dollars for
leafnesa (caused by catarrh)
be cured by iiall a C'utarrn
or circulars free.
:ilENlijr & CO.. Props.,
week.
dress

C. It.,

Kus-Whe- n

Toledo, Ohio.
Druggists. 75c.
Family Hlla for constlp- -

Orin C. Taylor and Miss Edna E.
Highbargaln were quietly married
this morning at the residence of the
bride's parents at 611 Marquette avenue, Kev. J. C. ltollins performing the
ceremony, which was witnessed by
tho parents of the bride and a few Intimate friends of the contracting
Mr. Taylor Is a telegraph
parties.
operator for tho Santa Fo Kailroad
company at this point and the bride
Is a daughter of G. W. Highbargaln,
one of the members of the Albuquerque police f in e.
The couple will
leave this evening for Los Angeles, at
upend
will
they
place
their
which
honeymoon, and from which place
they will later return to this city,
where they expect to take up their
permanent residence.
I)on't let the baby suffer from eczema sores or any itching of the skin.
IJoan's Ointment gives Instant relief,
Perfectly safe for
cure quickly.
children. All druggists sell It.

Metal Crib
These come in white and vernis martin.

by examining the label to see

that it says

A

Well-Ma-

PURE

ii'i

BJll.HII.il.

rm

ARE ARRESTED

OPPOSED TO COUNCIL
PLAY

Puts System Into Your Business

WILL

SING III ITALY
Itltll.LIANT NIVGEK SAILING I'OK
Kl IKII'H TO COM IX I E
STIDIES.

HOLD-

Bartender. Who Exchanged
Shots With Masked Man.
Identifies Robber.
John Fischer, the young man win
was arrested by Assistant Marshal
Kennedy last night on a charge of
having attempted to 'stick up" the
New York saloon on Second street,
will probably be givMi a hearing late
this afternoon before Judge Craig.
Meantime he Is In Jail pending lnves
tlgatlon of other features of the caso.
The Evening Citizen stated the
following the occurrence that
the police had In mind the party will
attempted the performance and who
exchanged shots with Pete Zlto, bar
tender at the New York saloon, and
Fischer was the party they had in
mind. Since, Chief McMlllln and As
sistant Chief Kennedy have been doing a bit of Investigating and they are
persuaded that they have sulllclrmt
evidence to bind Fischer over to the
grand Jury.
"Uluckie" Mclntyre, who has been
under surveillance for some time waj
taken In charge yesterday and swea
ed by the chief and his assistant. H".
admitted that he was asked by
Fischer and others to assist in tha
job and that he finally consented to
stand across the street from the saloon and see the fun.
When confronted by Fischer, however, Mcln
tyre denied that he had ever scsn
him .after he had declared positively
that Fischer was the man who did It.
Pete Zito has Identified Fischer ai
the man with whom he exchanged
the shots In the saloon when tho at
tempt was made to hold It up.
Fischer is about 25 years old and
Is a pulnter by trade when he work J.
Lately he has been loafing about the
Glorletta saloon on First street, a resort which the police say has un unsavory reputation.
The proprietor
of the Glorletta. L. Donese, Is charg
ed with being Implicated In the rot
bery of the Indian, Lucero, who hut

Albright
who has
pronounced hits In
made
grand opera in Washington, as well
as In other cities of this country and
Europe, spent last week at the Itlggs
house, after a week of brilliant triumph for her In the opera given by
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Greene.
Miss Albright Is well known here
socially, having been widely entertained last season during a two weeks'
Mrs. Fairbanks, wife of the
visit.
vice president, gave a reception In
her honor, when she met most of tn.j
Important personages in society heri.
She has Bung In the Opera Comlque
In Paris, and was for two years a
court singer in Spain, where the
queen presented her with a most
gorgeous Russian mink fur coat,
which attracted much attention during the snowy weather of lust- - week. $500.
Miss Albright Is staying In Washington awaiting her mother, with whom
she expects to sail shortly for Europe
H.
for a prolonged course of study of
repertoire, and will sing In European
engagements.
She is a Vassar gradLAID AT REST
uate and the youngest prima donna
who has ever essayed the rolls of
Prunnhllde and Kundry .in both of
The last sad rites over the body of
which she has been successful wi.h
held at the
the English company of Colonel Sav- Wllford H. Matson were
Methodist church at 2 o'clock th'J
age.
The. funeral processlo'i,
afternoon.
which left the Matson home on South
1:30, was a long om
street
at
Edith
THE CITY CLOCK TO
consisting of sorrowing relatives and
friends. At the church llev. J. C.
Ilolllns delivered a most consoling
AT
TELL TIME
T sermon,
and then the G. K. Warren
., had charge of
post, No. G, G. A.
The Woman's Hellef
the remains.
electr'c corps attended tho funeral In a body.
Four
lights are to be placed around the
Never can tell when you'll mash a
dial of the town clock in the lower finppr
nf BiifTnr ft rut. tirtilse. burn or
on the library building.
This im- '
Dr. Thomas'
provement In the convenience afford- weald. He 1)11prepared.
InHtantly relieves Ihu
ed by the large timepiece was decided Kelectrlo
cures
quickly
the wound.
pain
upon at tho meeting of t!i city council last night.
Tho lights will ae OFFICE OF CHIEF QUARTERMASrays
a!l
so
their
as to throw
shaded
TER, Denver, Colo., March 1, 1907.
directly upon the fare of the clock,
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
an
thus affording tardy
opportunity to tell the :imc at all received here until 11 a. m., on April
I
2, 1907, fur transportation of military
hours of tie night.
supplies, routes Nor. 1, ", 3, 4, 5 and
2oo m:v.i:i.
6, and for drayage at Denver, Colo.,
ami 1'hnenlx, Ariz., during the fiscal
Is offered for the enjture of An-tl- year commeneinK July 1, 1907. Inof Bene- formation furnished on application.
Pettine, the murden-detto Berardlnelll. Crime was com- Envelopes contalniiiK proposals should
mitted In Albuquerque .Mjnday, Feb- be marked: "Proposals for Transpor" addressed
ruary .
tation on Route No.
C. A. II. MeCAULEV, Chief Q. M.
C. A. and C. URANDE.
Claude
several

slxteen-candlepiiu-

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have posltly
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
.. ...... ,.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Chas. L. KeDDeler
DEALER IN
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

GOLD

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - -

Under Havoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

KO0O0O000l
Convenience - Comfort - Security
. The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

120

Borradailo
117 W.

West Railroad Avenoe

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

mmc.mamitim

& Co,

Gold Ave.

?4rT&t

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

French Bakery

. .

202 East Railroad Ave.

& MONROE
FRATI
c

Prop'r.

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars

BARNETT,

Cathedral, Commercial

Alvarado,

15c. r

JOSEPH

IX YOUIt HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

All)uiiierct.te
01l Hall
Hace of Recreation.

Finest Whiskies

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

YOU NEED A TEXEPIIONE

0000000000
SALOON
STAR

The St. Elmo

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street

er

oooooo

your business is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a
record of all receipts and expenditures in your bank

u

mid-seaso- n.

Miss

you pay all bills b y check,

OOOOOCXDOOOOCO0OOC

The following Is a letter from nn
young man:
"i want to enter a protest in behalf of the several thousand boys in
Albuquerque against the ordinance
that was passed last night by the city
council.
"I say right now that if the city
council expects to keep the boys from
playing In the city streets, they ought
to provide public playgrounds su?h
as are provided for the boys In other
large cities, and in this move I think
every boy In Albuquerque will agree
with me.
"Now, I wish the city council wou d
relent and take pity on us poor kids
just in
"Yours respectfully,
"WM. FOX LEARNAlll),
"Thirteen Years of Age."

(From Washington Times.)

EOR

Building
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A Checking Account

ING UP NEW YORK

ORDINANCE

MISS ALBRIGHT

iMAisa'Ui.,tliiiir

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

book.

vjmm

mt hi'M"riiri

HOPEFULS

YOUNG

'

Mattress

ALBERT FA BUR'S
308-31- 0

WHEN

A PURE, CREAM OF TARTAR
POWDER MADE FROM GRAPES

.y

Wire

ed

Come in and see tfcem on oxst floor.

Cream Baking Powder
1

and

de

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

inTTPI?9i

ot

Six-fo-

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

Pure Food Law

if you protedt
yourself

,

46(ii,

31

N.
O.

w

CREAMof TARTAR
For Pure Food

r VI

rs

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
ever their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
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PICTURE

City Physician Konks.
City Physician Carns next had the
talk stated that several cases of contagious diseases had not been reported to him, and that because of
this neglect on the part of attending physicians the homes, where the
disease was found, were not labeled
with caution notices. Dr. Cams stat- ed that Bevcral cases of measles were
to bo found in the city, and that
neoule did not consider the
the malady a dangerous one, the
otter did not call a doctor,
and because of this the home was
not labeled and uie disease could
easily spread over the city. The
doctor stated emphatically that meas
les were dangerous, and that more
deaths resulted from this disease
among younger people than almost
any other disease. "Eighteen cases
of measles have ben placarded and
within the
the homes quarantined
hurt two days,' stated Dr. Cams.
In his monthly report, Dr. Cams
staled that forty-on- e
deaths had resulted in this city during the month
of February. The causes of so heavy
a mortality record were numerous,
though consumption claimed a majority of them. Others died from
pneumonia, measles, small pox, and
three died from gun shot wounds.
For Sanitary Darles.
The ordinance regarding the handling o( dairy products ,by persons
afflicted with tuberculosis was read,
and an amendment added thereto by
Alderman Wllkerson.
The amendment provides that all butchers shall
keep their meats securely covered
while in transit. The milk ordinance
provides that no animal affected with
tuberculosis shall be kept in any
dairy herd or about an dairy prem
Ises, and that no tubercular person
pha.ll be allowed to remain about
such dairies or offer to sell either
milk, cream of other products from
such dairies.

m

protects you

:

floor for several minutes, and in his

wom

bh

The New

ot

lar character."

TELEGRAPHIC

- m

report
City Engineer
Uladding's
opened the way for a lengthy discussion on the sewer question. Mr.
Uladding reported that during
the
month of February the line and
grade had been glvtn for 664 linear
sidewalk and 362 fee
feet of
of seven-focement sidewalks. Mr.
idding
said that the western part
C
of the city was being investigated
by him to determine the most economical way of caring for the sewerage in that section, and lhat a purvey had been made of the eastern
section to discover if there was not
some means by which the Highlands
sewer could be conducted to the river
without tlrst entering the lowlands.
Piuoment Itcfore Xow Sower.
The mayor then asked Engineer
Gladding if he did not believe that
the present sewerage system could oe
repaired so as to be adequate for the
He
city for several years to come.
stated that the question of paving
the streets seemed of more importance just now than tho sewerage
question, nnd that all of the business
rmen In the city were very anxious
to have steps taken in this direction. Mr. Gladding said he saw no
reason why the present system could
not be made to serve for many years
to come, and it was then proposed
that the engineer be sent to El Paso
to Investigate the material and system that city is using in paving its
streets.
Alderman liandley in part
settled this discussion by stating that
he had letters from El Paso, explaining all about the work being carried
on there.
He stated that blthulitlc
or asphalt was being used. The matMACHINES
ter was further discussed, and Mr.
Gladding may yet be sent to El Paso
to study the methods in use there.
it
Some of the aldermen thought
CAUSE MUCH
would be worth his while to go and
see the work being carried on.
To Vote nil Jtoiul Issue.
Odinance number 365, authorizing
an election to be held for the purpose of voting on the proposition of
bonding the city for $30,000 with
which to build a new city hall, was
passed, and the date for the election
was set for the third Tuesday in First Chapter In Showell-Star- r
April. 1907. It wns sated that the
bonds could readily be disposed of
Difference- s- $600
at 4 14 per cent interest.
expression
of
Hecause
the favorable
Outfit the Cause.
of all the business men nnd property
owjners on the bond issue last spring,
and because the same feeling is
At his odice In precinct 13, this
fest at this time, there is not the
slightest doubt that the Issue will
Judge Craig is endeavoring
atfernoon.
ry and that the city soon will have
the municipal building so long need to unravel tho rights of parties litigant from a skein of legal technicalied.
Other lluslncHS.
ties nnd tangled circumstance.
Other minor business transacted nlTalr is a damage suit In the sumThe
of
was us follows:
$50
Mrs. Clara Starr, of 216
City Clerk Lee showed $499.75 col- Gold which
avenue, seeks to Interpose as a
lected In license fees.
claim against a debt of $2'.l,
Building, Light and Fuel Inspector counter
which
she admits she owes J. U.
Whitcomb snowed that twenty-on- e
Showell
and wife, who are In charge
building permits had been issued dur- of the Moon
photographic studio, on
ing February.
avenue.
City Marshall McMillln's report Kallroad
Is
part
of the litigation hinted
a
arrests, 286 meals at ItIn a story published
showed eighty-si- x
by The Evenserved, $580 colected in fines.
ing Citizen last Friday.
The case
Ordinance No. 367, providing for a was
to have been heard
yesterday
six-focement sidewalk on the west afternoon,
into
owing
slight
a
side of North High street from Kail-roa- d disposition but
Judge
prevented
which
avenue to Grand avenue, and on Craig's presence
at the ofHci, it was
the south side of Iron avenue between postponed
until this afternoon.
Third and Fourth streets.
A
second suit involving the title to
Certain residents of Harelas allowand
chattels
ed $28.50 for fixing the Barelas road. certain photographic
goods
will be heard before Justice W.
to
authorized
Street committee is
This is the
draw up an ordinance providing for W. McClellan tomorrow.
of the differences which
the repairing of certain bench marks outgrowth
receiving
are
the attention of Judge
in the city.
wooden bridge to be built Craig this afternoon. A third suit by
across arroyo on west side of North Mrs. Starr against the Showells tor
damage to her Gold avenue gallery,
High street.
iteading of an ordinance defining when officers, armed with replevins
provides writs sued out by the Showells, tore
Ordinance
a bill poster.
hat no show, patent medicines, or giti- down the partitions In her gallery
allowed to be adver- and took a camera, lens and other
(entertainment bepaying
license fees. goods, which she says she purchased
Used without
Home merchants and such entertain- of the Showells, will probably follow
ments as provided for In city ordi- when the existing differences will
nance to be exempt.
have been adjusted.
What It is All About.
adduced before Judge
Evidence
strong.
Cows
and Craig this afternoon
000, steady to
appears to show
steers
western
heifers $2.50i4.20;
that last January Mrs. Starr purTexas steers $3,004.-26- ; chased
$3.255.25;
photograph gallery and
cows and heifers $z.25i4.30; can-ne- all Its theappurtenances
which the
3; stockers and feeders $2.-8- 0
$2
on Fourth streot,
conducted
Showells
W 4.80;
calves $3.25 ii 6.60; bulls between Kallroad and Gold
avenues.
$2.754.30.
She
The purchase price was $60.
Sheep 3,000, steady. Yearlings $5.-7- 5 says
$31
paid
down and the bal6.40; weathers $5.25 5.65; ewes ance she $29
16.
on
February
was
due
of
M.uOfi'5.30; lambs $6.60 v 7.25.
The Showells executed a bill of sale
and she took possession of the propSummary of Conditions.
erty, which Included certain board
New York, Mar. 5. London weak partittions in the studio, a camera
In sympathy
with weakness here. and lens and nbout 600 negatives.
Paris market very weak with reaction Later Mrs. Staar was advised that the
In Russian bonds and
Hlo Tintos. gallery partitions were fixtures and
Hill opposition to Harrlman entry into that
no title to them could pass.
Hill
loads will
tieattle withdrawn and
When the Showells moved from th
enter Portland.
Fourth street studio to the one on
Coroner's jury holds New York Gold
avenue they took with them the
responsible for negatives
Central directors
Mrs. Starr claims.
lironx accident. E. H. Harrlman tells Later, whenwhich
Starr had moved to
railroad commission
that railroads the place on Mrs.
avenue, they would
Gold
in
will obey the law and
send over for the camera lens to keep
its enforcement.
for far lhat something
Otto H. Kahn sails for Europe over night,
Each morning
would happen to It.
March 12th.
Finally they
Pennsylvania annual report shows It would be returned.
that its
net after charges for year forty per kept tho lens, sending word
value would liiiidate the outstanding
cent on stock.
of
$2:.
Trade authorities believe producers obligation
Mrs. Stair engaged a lawyer to
of steel are in a position to hold,
look after her int. rest.-! and on Febprices llrm.
ruary 5 la-- t a suit was brought
against the Showells for $50 damProduce Market.
ages which the plaintiff alleges she
May
Chicago. Mar.
sustained, because she was deprived
July
corn, May
of the use of the lens and negatives;
oats, May 4 1 Hi . July
pork, May $16.32. July the amount also Includes $15 for at$16.55; lard, M.iv and July $9.tiou torney's fees.
i 15.
Subsequent to the tiling of the suit,
62 i; ribs. May $':. July $..! 2
the Showells replevlned all of t
Metal Market.
goods ami chntteM which they sold to
'" Mrs. Starr, who procured a bond of
New Yoik, M.ir. f.- .- I.1I
6.30: copper linn $25.25 1125.:
$150 and the goods were returned
money on call 5t(6.
ver
after they had been taken to the city
Title to the
building by the ntllcers.
Spclter .Market.
paraphernalia will be tried in Justl.-Horc
Mo.,
SI. Louis,
Mir. ". Spelter Mit'lellan's court tomorrow.
$6. 75; piiine inei v.intile p.iper
is where Mrs. Starr claims she suffered additional damage which Is
mure costly than the other.
St. Louis Wool Market.
steady and
St. Louis, Mar. 5.
unchanged.
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INTERNAL PARASITES.
Cooper's New Discovery has taught
things. Not least of which
is that parasites
or tape worms as
they arecalled are

me many
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responsible for an
Spokane. Wash.. Mar. 6. "No Jury
immense amount
of good men would convict my grand- of suffering.
emias husband. From all I can hear
he was a
man and I believe he
Thousands of
did right when he put nn end to
these creatures
guess,
White,
I
man."
was
bad
a
who,
have been brought
Capital of the World. Having At Jamestown Only Twelve Their Speeches. Which Subse
so spoke Mrs. Eliaa Jane MoconKy
to me by people
N'esblt, grandmother of Evelyn Nesblt
who have taken
quently Seem Delivered
Already Outranked All
Thaw, who has been living In secluYears After the First
sion here dining all the excitement
the New Discover v and I now know
following the search for her as a witImpromptu.
Others In America.
English Settlement.
ness In the Thaw trial.
that an immense
years
old.
Her
Mrs. Nesbit Is si
amount of supNICK BHMBKICC.
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old
face
like
wrinkled
posed stomach
Mar. '.- - The Her sight Is dimmed, but her hearing
Washington. I
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(Murk O.
al rs.)
newspaper
trouble is caused in reality by one of
have h fashion
Mux. r.
I.
Va.. Mar. R. The life of or always cartiaonlsl
Norfolk,
picturing the senate ami
these parasites. A man or woman
Is liunily oiiKaeoil In hnvliiK a the negro race in America began at
same characterimay be afflicted in this manner for
jrnod timo th'" lacntwi
duyft, nml .lama-ston but twelve years nfter the the house with the corpulent,
stocky
short,
rather
stics,
ttioop unrlw
years and not realize the true cause
who lied to other founding of the llrst settlement nt
Inn rial thinking to avoid a slump In that place, therefore the colored race men, the senate with side whiskers
of their suffering. When I first sold
As
nodal thlnu" at Iht national cn jilt.i Is to have an Important part in the nnd the house with a heard. two
Cooper's New Discovery I did not
nearly as can be figured out the
re now looking hack v Ith a. lluh International
in com- men
ion
know that the medicine would remove
lire, are nest repwho. in
tear of
of Rhaina' and
a celebra
event,
of
memoration
that
appearthis trouble. I have since found that
Brat to add a, faint
tiiice of tion known ns the Jamestown Ter- resentative of it his phylstcalNelson,
of
it invariably does so. The following
nvy ait th uninterrupted Hiiccexiiimi centennial exposition which opens on ance are Senator Knuto
Camp-N-1- 1
Representative
Minnesota,
and
letter is a fair sample of the symptoms
f pniart little dinners, occasional Hampton I toads, near Norfolk,
lr- Virginia.
Major
Mc
Slemp.
of
Jolly
lunchdanrcn,
Informal
mall
as experienced by an individual thus
April 26. To this eml llie Dowell, of Pennsylvania, a former
eons followed hy the always fawtntit-Inj- r Kinia,
company
sot
affected:
Jamestown Exposition
!
and now its
and Bontetltne lucrative
frame of aside a choice tract In the exposition member of the bouse
"I was always tired. My stomach
hrldge Thenif are Just I ho sort of af- park for negro building purposts, and clerk, also is a fine prototype of the
bloated and the slightest exertion
of
member
of
Idea
the
cartoonists'
I
fairs .that do not jjet Into the papers,
the general government appropriated
made me sick, weak and dizzy. My
of representatives.
Set
but which are the m.ikltiK of the so- tlie sum of one hundred thousand the house,
Representative
appetite was variable and a good
and
tlor Nelson
cial fortunes of aspirants with am- dollars for the erection of a neero "tletnp
were in conversation the other
nights sleep was unknown to me.
bitions to he Invited ami to shine nt building and the expense of collectWhen I awoke in the mornings I had
functions of lesser magnitude, but of ing, maintaining and returning ex- lav on tho floor of the senate and
resemblance,
to
cartoonists
mare distinction hnn official recep- hibits. To further the work and con- their
a bad taste in my mouth and a coated
general
attention.
atraoted
studies
n.Tul
charity balls.
tions
tongue. I heard of the wonderful
trol the building, concessions and exSenator "Tom" Carter, of Montana,
Laoriy Husan Townley. an ncrlmoul-u- s hibits, the Negro Development nnd
benefits that were being derived from
long been looked upon as a livKnRlish perwm formerly
Exposition company was organized hingis replica
Cooper's New Discovery, and decided
of 'Tncle Sam," has phy
with the liritlsh embassy, and under the laws of the state of Virto try it."
i,
build and his white chin whisfamous for her barbed shafts of
ginia, and this company has been sical
like a long
"The horrible tape worm, sixty feet
called Washington a "vlllase," bard nt work for months rast. creat- kers carefully trimmed swnc-oi nair
somewhat slender
long that had been sapping my life
its wocloty, "quaint and picturesque ing an Interest in the matter, all over and
a.
li
to
Siviing
IHieness
remarkable
in
really," mid referred to 'the white the union Several states have made
away, passed from my system alive
houwe reoeitioiw aa "three tIiik(1 appropriations
and negro exhibits the well known face of the Imaginary
and squirming after I had taken three
tJrctises," nil of which was doubtless from nearly alt the states will be dis- "I'niie S im." Former Senator Cock-tel- l,
doses. Now I have a splendid appeof Missouri, now a member of
very witty, but was certainly untrue, played In the
building.
tite, every trace of stomach trouble
the Interstate commerce commission,
MICN. IXIZA JAM-- MTONKV
for It Is safe to say that Washington
14,
February
anniversary
1he
the also bears a marked resemblance to
has disappeared and my digestion is
ranks with the European social cen- birth of Frederick Douglass, of was
NF.SIHT.
good. I sleep well and am gaining in
ters wkh every prospect of speedily selected as the proper time for the the typical "lirother Jonathan."
M.
William
while
Senator
former
every day." Nick Emmer-icLondon, Vienna and
outiiistancInK
the corner stone Stewart, now hustling In the west is good. She keeps her small room strength
pven aspires to the proud title of ceremony of laying structure,
1344 laOuis Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
on
and
of
mammoth
the
alter more than In which she cooks and sleeps, neat
Puin, &A capital of the world It Is this date a large number of repre- for another fortune
preeminently a city of leisure stead sentatives, men and women of the a quarter of a century in the sen- as a pin. She was mnnnlne wken
We are authorized agents for the
fastly setting Us face against the en colored race, nesembled wlfth the ate, was known to everybody ns "San- she was interviewed, and stopped Tier
ta Claus." because of his wonderful work Just long enough to show her cooper medicines. Call ana let us
croat'hments of labor and Industry exposition officials at the
white hair and whiskers.
old allium and explain whose phototell you more about them.
that might mar its beauty or disturb
to witness the cereI'nlled graphs it contained.
There Is a well Known
Its tranquility with the roar of mills mony. grounds
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agceremonies
of
The
belonging
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that
senator
States
wheels,
factory
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turning
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Rible,
liven
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Secretary
Shepperd
of the gressive class of politicians who nre which wasoldrecorded made
blase New Yorkers, who. It Is said, Jamestown
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the date of
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of
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Impress
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erally
leave
their
Washington
ing the fascinations of a
formally tendered the site legislation of the country, who re- children.
eatwn too alluring to resist and are exposition,
Evelyn's father, Wlnfleld town of Ava, Mo., Is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
She
said
ExDevelopment
Negro
to
anil
the
created a very bad impression N'esblt, was a prominent lawyer be- She writes: "One year ago my son
not content with merely leasing resi- position company and in conclusion cently
dencies here,
but build permanent said it was his hope and belief that among bis Immedlnte neighbors, as fore his illness, which lasted a long was down with such serious lung
to
life. The Impression was
his
home
dip
pleasures
social
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to
the
d
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She has a large
the exhibits displayed in the build- innocently created on the part of the while.
photograph of him hanging on the troubleto that our physician was un
and dabble In drawing room politics. ing
betto
a
show
world
the
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help him; when, by ouir
has come wall. It shows
ble
The llelmonls, the VanderWlts, the ter classification of the negro race. senator and since the truth upon
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with
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full
It as
druggist's advice I began giving him
out he is inclined to look
Wodsworths, of New York have per- so
Mrs.
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saw
Nesblt
last
when
that the entire boiiy of colored a good Joke, while his neighbors are she was 15 years old. The aged wo- Dt. Kings New Dlscovsry, and I
manent homes here for the winter people
may not be called upon In more or less mortified, ulthough at man is
soon noticed Improvement.
season,
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while Chicago. Pittsburg. future, as
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he
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the Caffs Hnd the Andersons who actions
New
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work.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADapartment houses of this city.
form a colony In theniHelvajs of wealth race.
saved his life." Guaranteed best
Recently the neighbors of the sen CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG cough
After Invocation by Rev. A. Binga
and exclusion.
and cold cure by all dealers.
There has also been a notable in- Jr., D. !.. of Richmond, the officers ator. whose name obviously should STORE.
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Trial bottle free.
crease of foreigners who came to y of the Masonic grand lodge of Vlr not be mentioned in this connection
the hoRiiitality of the national glnia then placed the stone in posi heard high words In the senatorial
capital and to marvel at its beauty tion with the usual ceremonies of apartments, reaching such a pitch at
was
and Its undeniable culture, supposed the order. The stone bears the In times it hat the conclusion
that a family row
to pervade only those European capi- scription "Negro Building. 1607 promptly reached
MiMHaMtMMaHai
tals which have grown old and de- 1907." Following the Masonic service was under way in the senatorial
I
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perlal Laundry Co.
street
on the day of the show capitol
in
this way been carefulhave
ly written and sedulously studied so
that there might be no appearance
1
to love children, and bo home of having been committed to mem
A
ory.
"cross and crown"
BfcT
be completely happy with-ar- t speechTheof famous
William Jennings uryan,
In 1S96. was aenvereu in
out them, yet theortieal through at Chlcairo
the same way. It is all old tiictc
which th expectant mother among public speakers.
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capital and surplus. $100,000
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital,
160,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, .Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCIUSOX, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

:

k,

On
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

OMCKRB AND DIRKCTORB
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
M. W. FLOTJRNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKEJD
Cashier
R. A. FR08T
AMtatant Caahier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

life-size-

U. B.
POBITORY
Capital
Authorised
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

$500,000.80
$250,000.01

Depository for Atcnlsos, Topeks ft Santa Fe Railway Coasany

I

en-Jo-

Our Work

Cam-embe-

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

CAPITAL

. . .

NEW MEXICO

$100,000.00
20,000.00

.

SURPLUS FUND .

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors ws are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.

Work

MARRON. President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
HERNDON, Cashier; ROY McDONALD. Assistant Cashier.

O. N.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

r

I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Notice These Buildings;
(we will give you street addresses,
with numbers) if you wish to see
what can
done with lumber of the
lasting kind. We want your trade,
certainly.
Let s add that we can
i?rovo by quality and prices thct we
deserve It.

BY...

tj

The Citizen Publishing Co.

old-tim-

black-tunith-

WODHI

ia

roust past usually is so full of suffering;,
danger acd fear that she looks forward
o ibt cri ical hour with apprehension
tod dread. Mother's friend, by its pene- traticg od soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
ttelings, and so prepares the system for the
all
ordeal that she passes through

MMK

the event safely and Vtith but
little safkring, as numbers have

testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in golJ." $ 1.00 per
liook containing
Lottie ot crtggists.
i :formation mailed free.
valuable
klgiuiok co.. .unti. g.
Siit
o

laef

mam

Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness,
Mini thut Is bv constitutional remedies.
Uriifncss is caused by an Inliamed condition of the mucous lining ot the Kua- lachlan Tube. When this tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imper
fect hearing, and when it Is entirely
closed. Deafness Is the result, and un
out
the Inflammation ran be taken con
hss
nml Ih-tube restored to Its normal
milon, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
but an Innam
I'itturrh. which Is nothing
i,l riimlltton of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
anv case of Deafness tosused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Mali s Catarrh
fur circulars free.
Cure.
V. J. CilKNtiV & CO.. Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by nil Druggists. 75c.
1'iHn
s
for constlpa
Take liu.lt family
llou.
Hi-n-

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

e00KeK
"OLD RELIABLE."

La

ESTABLISHED

H, PUTNEY

173.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of KtaDle Oroceriss in
In th. Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN

ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. J O Ot vH

0K0oaoooo

THE

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

J8R

Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
A pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cabtop,
inet with an aluminum
made of the same material as
high grade cooking
utensils.
bright and
Can be washed
ready
for
In
an instant,
clean
This
bread and
Is only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It Is a pleasure to
deshow you this labor-savin- g
vice.
cake-makin-

J.
OOSIEKlTCBWCAJREr

elghty-flve-poun-

SHORTAGE
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TO BELEN, N, M.

K4K0000C0K4-CH4-

A

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

I

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED
EXPRESS, MAIL AND
KEK.IIT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA IE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND W EST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
1

The

Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
iOHN BECKER, Pies1

WM. M. BERBER,

S.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
OS EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

Im-

TWO-THIRD-

D

S

f

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'j

K4044KH4K4f00
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Rheumatic Remedy
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

LUNC8

th

K0044000.
Its Location

0

Dr. Shoop's

KILL the COUCH
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nothing better
Let us show
Better look today.
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Fine Clothing for Men

Ms

n

a

Derfcx-tM-

KOHN BROTHERS, Chicago
There

llvered, nnd most of It laid.
The
old steel is brought In as rapidly as
it Is removed, for use in the new

E

Rheumatism

Our showiEg for Spring and Summer excels
anything heretofore offered by this store.
Unusually bright and absolutely perfect in fit.
We want to show you through.
We will not urge you to buy, we leave it to you.

I sunt, three
The Jeering nnd hlHuing of a grand are not appreciated.
opera was the spectacle witnessed lit extra songs ing English for the benefit
English-speakinan
audience,
of
and
El Puso Sunday afternoon at the con- I do not deserve the treatment and
We are Exclusive Sellers in This City of
clusion of the presentation of Ros- humiliation to. wliich I have been
sini's "The liarber of Seville." in the subjected.
"When they told me I was endeavCrawford theater by the San Carlo
opera company, says the El l'au oring to cut out part of the play, I
News.
The prima donna with the went before them, in spite if the
aggregation was Miss Alice Nlelson, Jeering and hissing, and sank,-- for
singer
of national repute, who ap- them four more songs. I really ena
peared as ltosiulu In yesterday's pro- deavored to do everything I thought
was light, nnd wish you would s.iy
duction.
you.
is
The cause of the humiliation of Un- that for me."
slnger-nctress
Miss Nlelson, with the rest of the
was due to
celebrated
the charge that Miss Nlelson lial San Carlos company, left lat night
"cut' 'the opera
that is, it wan for Ios Angeles, where they are
My Spring line of Manhattan Shirts is in.
chnrged that the entire production as booked for a ten days' engagement.
usually presented had not been sung Aside from the unpleasant features
charge
against
made
Incident to the
for an El Paso audience.
Nettelton Fine Shoes
Our own $3 50 and $4.00 Shoes
The trouble came at the conclus- Miss Nlelson nnd her manner In
parts of the
certain
ion of the fifth scene In the peconJ eliminating
act.
The curtain was rung dow.i, opera, the production yesterd.iv was
many people had left the theater and a finished one and accounted one of
fine
FineClotbinglM
others were going when several the best musical events In the hisfurnishings
tory
city.
of
the
play
entire
the
voices shouted that
had not been given and that the people should remain In their seats an 1
of
force a complete presentation
E
f'linnibrrlaln's Colic, Cholera Mad
count of the aforesaid
purchase
masterpiece or demand that
COMING EVENTS
IHnrrhow Remedy.
prlco
to
payable
lands,
of
said
made
money
be
returned.
their
This remedy has been in use
the order of the said governor,
Many of the audience returned to
over thirty years and has proved lt- was afterwards by said govtheir seats and Manager Rich, of th
INVESTIGATE which
self to be the most successful rem- -,
ernor endorsed over to the said
Crawford, was Informed of the risv
ALMANAC KVKXTS.
edy yet discovered for bowel com- -j
commissioner of public lands; and.
He entered th-in progress w Ithin.
plaints. It never falls. Sold by all
March 17'. Pt. Patrick's Day.
Whereas, It is also reported th.it
auditorium and ascertained the n 1
druggists.
pub'le
of
the said commsisioner
21.
Spring begins.
Mr.
ture of the disturbance.
March
demanded of Miss Nlelson if the play Resolution Passed by Repr- lands has up to this time declined
Sunday.
24.
Palm
March
to accede to repeated demands by
hud been shortened and was informMarch 15. Iady Day;
said governor that he distribute the
F
ed that it had Just been presented
Evesentatives
Requiring
proceeds of the aforesaid check to
as It was in Chicago, Kansas City and
Friday.
Good
29
of
the credit
the several territorial
March
all other cities covered In the sea
and CURE
institutions In behalf of which the
idence In Timber Sales.
March 31 Easter Sunday.
Mr. Rich Informed
son's Itinerary.
so
were
as
selected
lands
aforesaid
A.
R.
O.
Day
of
May
30
Memorial
this
and
told
them
the audience
thai
WITH
and alleged to have been Illegally
must satisfy them.
and that said commisThu demand for the carrying out THE GOVERNOR SOLD LANDS disposedIs of,
IMiotimntlp lnln Relieved.
holding
proceeds
of
the
sioner
Inof the advertised program was
ciiuinuei'lain's l'ain Hal m rolleves
such check Intact as a separate desisted upon and Manager Rich asked
and makes sleep
posit, giving as his reason for so do- rheumatic pains
If anyone in the audience who had
govrest possible, which Is alone
and
by
were
ing
said
that said lands
previously heard "The liarber of -. Other Details of Yesterday's Short
ernor disposed of and sold as afore- worth many times Its cost. B. F.
0NSUMPTI0N
Prfet
would step upon the stage. MCrocker, Ksq., now 84 years of age,
said in contravention of the said
0UGHSan4
R. Sllbei berg, a local merchant and
B0e$100
From the Official
Session
years
twenty
Justice of the
and for
of congress; and.
OLDS
property owner, responded.
What
Fret Trial.
Whereas, it is reliably assert d peace at Martlnsburg, Iowa, sas:
happened Is then best told by Mr.
Record.
govI
terribly
am
sciatic
with
ntilicted
said
of
acts
said
several
the
that
Silberberg in an interview which he
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
my left arm and
In
ernnr. named herein, were In defiance rheumatism
gave a reporter for the News this
THROAT and LT7NO TBOUJBU
- right hip.
I have used three bot- by
law,
terrlreason
whereof
the
of
morning.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
A republican house caucus was in tory has been deprived of a
large ties of Chamberlain's Pain ttnlm and
v' ..1 ... ...
...I ...
.1
t!
'
AT.,1 "'
Monday afternoon from 1:30 area of Its lands, worth, on account It did me lots of good." For sale
iV.T.,K.:
,.t
3:30.
The house met at that of the valuable timber thereon, from by all druggists.
politely why she had not given an to
nour, i ne nrsi uusiness was the iii- -, $2.". to $10(1 per acre; anil,
Willtunis' Indian Pflr
El Paso audience a full rendition of troductlon
SDr.
cure lilliut,
of a resolution by Kepre-- i
Whereas, It appears that the sevShe replied sentative lieuch.
E
Rosinl's masterpiece.
ana Itoulnf
behalf
in
eral territorial Institutions
Piles,
ltubsorbathetcram-fthat she had given a full perform
house adopted the revolution of which said lands were selected
lluys tne Itcbingstoncc,
nncc und In addition had sung sev- by The
a viva voce vote.
have been defrnuded of their rights
s poultice, k:vcs instant
eral American songs in the llrst act
following
lief. Dr, WllliamVInrilnnPileO
The
were
Inadequate
totally
by
a
of
as
the
virtue
named
1
for the pleasure of tho audience.
ment
is
nrnnarrd for Piles mil Itch.
so
on
were
committee
price
resolutions:
at which said lands
told her she should be ashamed to
Inn nf the private parts Every bos im
.
t .
of Santa Fe chair- - sold as aforesaid.
WiirrBnled.
druirirUtll. hv mnll rn mfe
llv
tell me about that, for It was 13t man, andAbbott
Messrs.
Therefore, be it resolved by the
Hea i 1.
of prlco. Ml cents mid SI.OO. WiLLIJM?
American songs but 'The Uarber of Mullens and Ramon Aldrich.
representatives
of
the
MANUFACTURING
Props..
Sanchez.
house
of
th'r
Ch volanu. 6h&
CI..
1
InsU.ed
Seville' that we wanted.
legislative assembly of he
The resolution reads:
FOR SALE BY S. VANN
SON.
that the full rendition had not be'tn
New
the
of
terlrtory
Mexico.
That
Ilouso Resolution Xo. 7.
given, when Miss Ncilson offered to
, .
.
be,
speaker
.
and
be
of
said
house
u..
.u
..
go on and sing some more Amcrlca.i it,....!
..H ,u. i,w
,.,.oiiiuuei.i oi
ihprt,,,v pninowered
reouested to
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
songs.
Committee to Investigate tho Al forthwith nppolnt aand
I scouted at the idea anl
committee con
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
(.inlaw
stage.
leged
Disposal
ful
and Sale sisting of five members of this body
left the
LOANS.
of Certain Territorial Lands by to examine Into the
"I then went to the manager of tha
truth of said
Hon. Herbert J. Hagermun, Gov- eral alleged unlawful
house and demanded that my mo ley
Automatlo Phone 461.
said
acts
of
ernor of New Mexico.
be returned, as well as that of the
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building
governor,
said committee shall
Whereas, There was granted by be and Is which
others who had paid high prices to
hereby authorized and em
congress
opera
production.
grand
the
of
approved
act
witness the
June powered to send for persons or paThis was refused. I Immediately en- 21, 1898, a large portion of the pub- pers and to issue subpoenues and addeavored to get Into communication lic domain of the United States In minister oaths to witnesses, anil take
rimm
with the sheriff, but could not reach New Mexico, for the benefit of cer- such other steps as in Its Judgment
INaUHANCK.
tain educutlonal
and elcmosynury may be necessary In the Investigahim.
Secretary
Building Associa
Mutual
Institutions of said territory; and,
"1 then culled up police headquarof said charges.
tion. Office at 817 West Railroad
Whereas, Said act of congress, tion
COMING
ters and talked with Day Captain
IX
OUT
COLD
THE
OF
Is
Resolved, That said committee
avenue
things, provided that hereby
I asked Captain Greet to among other
(.reel.
instructed as speedily as pos- we
a perfectly heated
come to the Crawford theater and not more than 160 acres of land sible, to mako a full and complete house,appreciate
but it is not every house that
arrest
the management and the should be sold to any one persoo, report of all testimony that may ne
members of the San Carlos company, corporation or association of per- taken before It, together with such Is properly warmed. If yours la lacking
in any way, or if you are unde
stating that they liau obtained sons; and.
in the premises as
money under false pretenses and that
Whereas, It is currently reported Itrecommendations
may
deem, proper for the informa- cided what is the best system to In
the theatrical company was about to and has become a matter of general tion of this house und for Its further stall In a new house and need inforThe police eapta'o knowledge that the Hon. Herbert J.
leave the state.
mation that is trustworthy and valwith Raube and Mauger
expressed some doubt as to his au- tlngerman, governor of New Mexico, action.
uable, let us know of your trouble.
Office, IIS North First St.
thority to take the step, but I prom- without the knowledge and consent
tiikToi'.n'cil.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
ised to protect him by an unlimited of the commissioner of public lands Tucnty-iilnt- li
Day Monday After- air and steam heating.
of this territory, who, under the luw
bond and he responded.
noon.
"He arrested Manager Rich, of the of the territory, Is solely vested with
Pursuant to adjournment. the
s
theater, and a demand was made Jurisdiction over and power to dis- council met yesterday afternoon at Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
pose
during
of such lands, and
Air.
the 2:30 o'clock President Spless In the
that the money be refunded.
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Rich slated that he was unable to do temporary absence from his olllce of chair.
The chaplain offered the inGrain and Fuel.
this until he could reach the treas- such commissioner of public lands, vocation and the chief clerk read the
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
of such roll all answering present.
urer of the San Carlos company. The procured from the ollii-S.
commissioner and delivered to W.
and Cigars. Place your order foe
latter was found and placed und-The council then took up the ro
arrest, and later the money was re- Hopewell, general manager or agent
...The.
work of the session.
this line with us.
Development
funded to ull who asked for it. The of ithe Pennsylvania
NORTH THIRD ST.
money for the seats held by the company, certain deeds conveying to
NOTICE! X)lt PUBLICATION.
"SHORT
LINE"
party of which 1 was a member hai said company 7.000 or more acres af
been placed In El Paso for charitable timber lands, In the Manzano moun- Department of the Interior, Land Of- to the mining camps of Colorado,
THIRD
hce'at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
tains, in the county of Torrance,
purposes."
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Feb. 28, 1907.
While Mr. Silberberg was In tou. h theretofore selected under said act of
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
with the olllcers Miss Nielson came congress, und belonging to said terby way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
N. M., has filed
out on the stuge after It had been ritory, at the price of t'l per acre, In Herrera. of Chlllll,
his intention to make llnal
the
stripped of scenery and sang several contravention of said act of congress; notice of proof
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt MesIT
In
Bupport of his
selections for the audience whlcn and.
Steam Sausage Factory.
No.
Whereas, It Is also reported that claim, viz: Homestead Entry
Jeered her continuously.
DENVER & RiO GRANDE
EMIL K LI EN WORT
made December 31, 1901, for
MUs the said governor, during the
afternoon
Late yesterday
and lot 6, Sec. 6,
the the SEVi SW
Masonic Building, North Third Street
absence of the said commissionto a
Nlelson. who had Buccumbed
1
2,
and
NE4 NWH and lots
RAILROAD
state bordering on the hysterij.il, er of public lands, also procure 1 and
Sec. 7. Township 8 N, Range 7 E,
gave a i interview to a News reporter from the oflice of such commissionwill
proof
bb
7.
be
through
said
made
and
that
the
fertile San Lula valat th St. Regis hotel, where she had er, who, under the law, was and is fore H. W. S. Otero. U. 8. Court Comley; also to the San Juan country
gone under the chaperonage of Major the sole custodian thereof, the ottlcial missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
of Colorado.
seal of the board of public lands of April 6, 1907.
Partillo and his daughter. Miss
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
assertion that "The Harber of this territory ,and unlawfully attlxed
following
names
the
witnesses
He
NOTARY PUBLIC.
For Information as to rates,
Seville" had not been shortened for such seal to the said deeds conveying to prove his continuous residence upan Kl Paso audience was very po.u- - said lands; and.
train service, descriptive literature Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Block,
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
reported
ulso
that
Whereas, It is
tlve.
address.
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin,
Albuquerque. Telephone No.
"It waa presented here exactly ns at thu time of atllxing said seal anl
Rel and Ignucio Herrera, all of
S. K. HOOPER,
in Chicago anil Kansas City," Fhe delivering such deeds us aforesaid, Chlllll. N. M.
said.
"The only feature not In- the governor then and there acceptMANUEL R. OTERO.
Cenepl Passenger & Ticket Agent
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Register.
cluded here were the recitations. ed from the said Hopewell a checkDenver,
Colo.
Monday,
and get It back Wednesday,
acmoney
on
large
usually
for a
amount of
which call for no singing and
There will be a regular meeting of
Imperial Laundry Co.

yards and also for laying sidings
wherever they mav be needed.
Word has come In to the local offices or the Santa Fe that the con- -'
tract fcfr the new storehouse r.nd
general oflice building nt San Bernardino has been awarded to Coa-- ;
tractor Fellows .of Topeka, who Is
now engaged in the erection of the
ut
new depot and hotel building
The cost of the building
Needles.
under the contract is not given ou
j
but exclusive of furnishings It is unKansas Shippers of Hen Fruit derstood
to be about $50,000. Work
will probably not be commenced unAre Leary of the
til the Needles buildings Is well along
toward completion, as that Is a ru'n
Job, because of urgent need.
Prospects.
Delay In the delivery and lvma-factur- e
of steel rails for the l..rn-wel- l
Kaana.x City Mo. March
t. Th
& Searchlight
branch of the
hens vi Kan.-- as and Oklahoma pro- Santa Fe now building, will caue
duce 11.00(1,0(10 eggs a month for the the opening of the road to be thirty
shippers to handle, besides the I'HKi days later than expected.
It will
consumed In the homes of the stale probably be near April 1st before the
and territory.
Tlls means the ship- road will be ready for operation a
pers send out more than 100 cars of far as Searchlight.
egRS a month, and the Oklahoma &l
Kansas Eg
Shippers
association
Cause of Stomach Trouble.
held a meeting at the Midland hotel
When a man has trobule with his
last week to take some steps to ob- stomach you may know that he Is
tain better car service.
eating more than he should or of
The members of the association
nrticle of food or arlnK not
say the cur shortage In Kansas and some
ulted to his age or occupation, or
Oklahoma Is now so distressing that that his bowels are habitua'ly
large quantities of eggs will spoil be- constipated.
Take Chamberlal;Vs
fore they can be marketed if some Stomach and Liver
Tablets to regu
given.
Is
not
relief
the
late the bowels and Improve
Hepresentatives of the Union
digestion and see If the trouble does
Missouri Pacific. Atchison,
samAsk for a free
not disappear.
& Santa Fe and the St. Louis & ple.
Sold by nil druggists.
San Francisco railroads attended the
o
meeting and It was made plain that
PROPOSALS FOR IJ1UCK IXllt
little relief Is in Might for the eg-.Department of the Inter
shippers.
However. It was agrefi MITOUY.
that every effort will be made t.i ior, Office of Indian Affairs. Washlng- Sealed
send 'return casts" into Kansas and on, D. C, Feb. 19. 1907.
Oklahoma at once. Not only does a proposals, plainly marked on the out
car shortage exist, but a shortage of Ide of the sealed envelope, "Pro- of egg cases as well.
Fe
The shippers send out eggs packed nosals for Dormltorv at Santa
In coses that are supposed to be re- School New Mexico." nnd addressed
th immLiinhor of Tn.llnn Af.
turned to them.
The railroads are
slow tn accepting "return cases" for fairs. Washington, P. C. will be reshipment and that works a hardship ceived at the Indian Office until two
on the egg shippers.
It was agreed o'clock p. m. of March 21, 1907. for
to send telegrams to the railroads, furnishing
nnd delivering the nenaming the localities where caes cessary materials and labor required
and cars are worst needed and de- to construct and complete a brick
pend on the tender mercies of tho
dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
railroads for relief.
"If the railroads fuse to ship ns and electric lighting at the Santa
the boxes oi to furnish us cars, we Fe school, New Mexico, In strict acare simply helpless," John Stewart, cordance with plans, specifications
of Concordia, Kan., president of the and Instructions to bidders which
association, said.
"We will join In
at this office, the
an appeal for relief and we mu it may be examined
have it. The egg season Is on early offices of the "Improvement Bullein Kansas and Oklahoma.
March tin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
will probably be our largest month Contractor,' 'Chicago, 111.: "Citizen,"
this year. The railroads now prom- Albuquerque, N. M.; "New Mexican,"
ise to furnish us cars where they are Santa Fe, N. M.; "Evening Herald,"
most needed.
And they are needed Durango, Colo.; Builders' and Tradin every city and town."
ers' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., S.
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Paul,
Minn.;
K. C, M. X O. Itt VK
Asso.,
Manufacturers'
10.000 TONS OF STEEL. Northwestern
The Kansas City, Mexico & Ori St. Paul. Wis.; U. S. Indian Ware
ent aus placed an order with the houses, at Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha
Carnegie Steel company for 40,000 and New York, and at the school.
The order has For further information apply to C.
Ions of steel rails.
bees acknowledged by the steel com
Fe, N. M.
pany, and the llrst shipment of 2,500 J. Crandall, Supt.. Santa
F. LARRAEEE, Acting Commis
tons Is to be delivered next month.
This is one of the largest orders for sioner.
railroad steel that ha-- s ever been
OFFICE OF CHIEF QUARTERMAS
placed by any road at one time.
TER, Denver, Colo., March 1, 19t7.
As soon as the tirst of the steel is
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
delivered it will be rushed into the
work of construction on the Orient received here until 11 a. m., on April
1907, for transportation of military
line along the various gaps now
King between Kansas City and the supplies, routes Nos. 1, ", 3, 4, 5 and
The steel ordered is sur
border.
and for drayage at Denver, Colo.,
ticient to lay about 350 miles of track aud Phoenix, Ariz., during the fiscal
with the necessary yard ajid side year commencing July 1, 1907. In
tracks, and will complete the line or formation
the road from Kmporla, Kan., to Sa-- i Envelopes furnished on application.
containing proposals should
Angelo, Texas. All this is to be dona
by the end of the present year. Thi be marked: "Proposals for Transpor" addressed
gaps ia the rood to be filled are be tation on Route No.
tween El Dorado and Kmporla, Kan., C. A. II. McCAULEY, Chief Q. M.
betweea Clifton, O. T.. and Benja
tin, Texas; also about sixty miles
For catarrh, let me send you free,
just to prove merit, a trial size box
into Mexico.
Oriplans
According to these
the
of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It is
ent ruad will, by the beginning of a snow white, creamy, healing anti1108, have an unbroken line fr mi septic balm that gives Instant relief
m porta to San Angelo, and will be
furnishing through service between to catarrh of the nose and throat.
There will still be Make the free test and see. Address
those points.
boot 100 miles unfinished between Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. Large Jars
Kansas City and Kmporla. and this 50 cents. Sold by all druggists.
part of the line is to be finished uur
Our ROUGH DRY work aon's have
tng 1J08, at the same time that th
ompany Intends to complete the to be washed over. Imperial Launroad across the Sierra Madre moun dry Co.
tains In Mexico, furnishing through
trails from Kansas City t'j Topolo
bainpo, a landlocked harbor on th-Jlf of California ami the western
terminus of the road.
.NHW STEEL FOR SAX
UERX AltltINO YARDS,
Tracklayers are at work puttint
down the steel in the new yards f"r
Ihe Santa Fe, west of Mt. Vernon
llernardl.i
oo
avcstie. says the San
The work of stringing ties ha
Sun.
Ca)
now
commenced a'ld the steil will
go down as fast as It is possible to
lay It, or until the supply gives out
temporarily.
The
latter depends
somewhat on arrivals from the mills
replace
to
the old steil A
in the east
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
on the line which Is being taken up
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
and brought in for laying the new
LEADiNC,
EAST AND
However it is expected tha
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
varda.
In two or three weeks a big showing
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
on
badly
the
needed
will be made
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEtracks for the new eyard.
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
miles of new D
A total of seventy-fivSTATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
H
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
U
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
D GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
I hare found ft tried and tasted cur for Rhea.
matifcml Nuts remedy that will traighten th
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTdittortnl llmh of chronic rripplM, nor turn bony
ING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
rrowUtt bat-- to fifth again. That it linpoMiMs.
M
But 1 can now mrelf kill the paiiu ami panel of
POPULATION OF 1.S00 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
th it drplorahle diM.
U
In tierniaiir with a Cbrmltt In th City of
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
MERCANTILE
Darnuuwlt I found th last iiisrwlient with
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
whL-i- i
U
Dr. HhooD i Kheuinatic Riioiy wal mad
pmrription. Without
a
DAILY; LARGE WINERY: THREE HOTELS. REStreated niany,
that lata ingredient, I iuce!lully
TAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPmjtY run ol Kheumatiun : but now. at lat. it unl
fonnlj cunw all cur bit) rait of
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
dreaded dineaaa. Thote nnihk granular
mix-BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
wasua. found ui Kheumatic Blood, leem todirtoW
remedy
a
and paai away under tie action of thlt
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILwhen added to pur water
uar
frvwl an doe
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
Aud Ux. when diucived. thew poitonouj waU
freely I
from th lyistem, and tha caiue oi
ESTIMATED.
U
nc
now
forwrer.
There
Kheumati&m
il giwie

MAY

Fine Clothes

Audience Contended That it Had Been
Biiked and Demanded Money Back.
Prima Donna Is Insulted.

Corner Coal nnd Second.
West End Viaduct
Phono 376

on

Men's and Young Men's

HISSED OFF EL PASO STAGE

g.

THE FURNITURE

!. O

TAOK SET EH.

SAN CARLOS OPERA CO.

We are exclusive agents for

fepTllfMaS, IMS, T BoMfcr

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

AT, MARCH 5, 1W7.
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PAGE EIGHT.

blacksmith's
own
Mr
hammer.
Ouchett Is rlose to 0 vpars of arc
and thotilrh he has been taken to th;
hospital ut Santa Fe, his friends have
ears for hH recovery.
At a lnte hour Vesterdav Mrs. W
T. McCrelghl decided to accompany
Mr.
McCrelght to
Lick
French
R. T. Harrett is tiere from Santa Springs, Ind., where the Intter goes
on account of III health.
Mrs. Mc
Fr.
' relght will remain at the springs
Ki'Rtilttr meeting of the Kafjles
anout a week, and then go to Uenvr
for a short visit to relatives.
Mr.
i.. A. Falres Is here from Kl l'u..' McCrelght expects to remain Rt the
on business.
springs for a month at least.
F. (1. Groves, of Kl Paso, was In
Mrs. c. I). Murphy leaves tomnr
today.
city
row
the
for Iowa with her daughters
Mlsfteg
Pontile and Anita, where they
Attorney K. W. Uiibsoii Is In Santa
expect to Join Mr. Murphy who leu.
l'Y on business.
nere some time ago to secure a suitJ. II. I.ncas and I). Standard canv able
locution for them. Mr. Murphy
In from l.as Venas last nlKht.
was formerly In the livery business
Mrs. If. M. Wood Is In the city from here. Miss Beatrice Murphy will reGolden, visiting; and shopping
main In Albuquerque until after the
Mrs. Frank Waybrant. of Kettner, varsity closes before she Joins her
pnreiitn ut their new home.
is in the city, visiting and shopping.
Xoa Ilfeld has returned to the oily
from nn extended business trip oast.
COURT
PROBATE
It.
Horn. Mondn. n Mr. nd
It. Goodwill, of
I4 South An.

WEST RAILROAD AYE.

THE DAINTIEST EVER

It In rather an old story and sounds
a little like boasting to nay that our
new Spring Styles In foot wear are
the snappiest and best we ever offered to the public.
Itut it Is true and in Justice to our
stock we are obliged to say so.
Have you examined our stock lately? If not, we cordially Invite you

Believe Us

PERSONAL

We can ave you money

Mi-"-

i

!

to

a

to
to
to

BRIG HAM

C. N.

Headquarters for Coffee
2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, I6o and
1 lb. tins, 45c

SSc

per

lb.

I

b.

j

Una, 860.

lb

.tins, $1.00.

l

bucket,

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
Something unique nothing like It In the city. Try a can.
- i
" " -Bulk coffee. 20o to 40c.
f f'riiffnTWW'
b.

$1.00.

b.

"

r"'

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. T. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
!

THE ARCH FRONT

1

-

t

SOUTH

SECOND

Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad Avenue

ST.

Co.

'13

tlve.

A Rarebit
to be properly prepArvd,houId be mud
in a SUiiuii'K, llowuiuD Chafing Dish.
'.y, ua worr ivg about tire,
Altvav
f nply a mate)!, auj in a few nilnulca
the

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
haa produced n dalnt morsel to resale
'Mir gursti. lip turr to ee that your
ic:iafinfr
dish I supplied with the

patvntetl
clrU fowl iuii

Ivitrv

found only in Man-uiu- j,
Uuwtuau & Co. Chafing IHsucs,
Ton SALE DY

Wagnet Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.

Fourth andjRailroad Avenue

'

THE

FVFR1TT

Diamond

..

Palace

RAILROAD

Oic.

.
Dlimondi, Watcfcei, Jewelry, Cat
jour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DF.au
':--

3;:vrrwre

AVE
We

'

lnrlte

Another large crowd greeted the
Huston-Frankli- n
company at th
"East
Elks' opera house last night.
Lynne" was the bill. Miss Maude Hoi
Ungsworth carrying the leading role
In a very admirable manner.
Th
bill for tonight will be "Trapped by
Treachery.
Miss Anna Etrudrud, aged 23 years,
died yesterday morning after a tin
gerlng Illness. The funeral was held
from the house, 1106 West Slate ave
nue, this afternoon at 3 o'clock. Rev,
The re
Ernest Moser officiating.
mains will be shipped east for burial
leaving here tonight.
The funeral of the late John I an
gila, who died Sunday at Faywood
Springs, will be held at Adams par
at two
lors tomorrow
afternoon
o'clock. Rev. Moser, of the Lutheran
church, will conduct the obsequies
and Interment will be at Falrvlew
cemetery.
Friends of the deceased
are invited to attend.
Messrs. George Banks, of Man in
Kan., and Christopher Sinclair, o
Chanute, Kan., were in the city yes
terday.
The gentlemen are on :
pleasure trip west and Mr. Sinclair
expressed himself as being very
fa
vorably impressed with Albuqu-jrqui- ,
lie notices all air of progress about
the city and thinks he may some tlmo
locai.r nere.
Word reached the city last night
that Edward Duchett, the pioneer
blacksmith of San Pedro, had been
found unconscious In his shop, lean
lug over his anvil.
His head was
badly scarred, and there were evl
deuces of foul pluy, thought It might
be possible that the wound on th3
head may have been made by a pie.'.e
of iron Hying from u blow from ttm

A short session
of probate court
was held this morning at the Bernalillo county court house, Judge Jesus
Romero presiding.
In the matter of the petition of
S. S. Van Wagner for the adoption of
Fellcltas Ortiz, a minor, the hearing
was continued until March 15 at 11
o'clock In the morning and citations
were issued upon Ellas Chaves to
produce the child In court.
The bond of Mary Masettl, administratrix of the estate of Paul Masettl, deceased, was approved.
The court appointed ( alios Martinez and Cnndido Gonzales of the
estate of the late Carlos I, Gonzales.
Hearing of the flnol
report of
james smith, executor of the estate
of the late Elijah Baxter, was continued until the first Monday In
April.
The court approved the report of
J. M. Shields, guardian of Earl A
Shields.
See the farewell performance of the
Huston and Franklin show tonight
presenting the first time in Albuquerque, The Counterfeiters, a play full
of real acting full of fun and sensational happenings.
Elks' theatre

TODAY
A Tremendous Stock Now In and More Arriving
Every Day, Showing Many Inportant Changes in
Styles and Colors, the Most Important being the New

Do It Today

Telescope Styles

Learnard
EiUblltbed

Oarr i
new oiirr
riais
fci

i

a

Young's Nobby Shapes for Young Men

$3.00

YOU WIMj l'INO IT AT THE

QTcW.

CALiIj

IN AND SEE TITEM

Both Phones.

STERN

HONEY
Nice

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Extracted

Honey for
$1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Bos 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

El

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Coppur A ve. , Tel. 7 A

M7A

all metal I'ulleys
45c
Handled Axes
75c and 90c
Steel Wagon Jacks
J1.35
Plows from $2.75 to
$3.65
Short Rain Coats
$1.3
Lisle brand long Slickers
$2.50
Wagon Covers $2.00 to
$3.50
Tents from $2.85 to
$16.00
10o
Onion Sets, per quart
6c
Green Field Peas, per lb
Black Eye Peas, per lb
7c
18'.-Alfalfa Seed, from 11c to
THE MAZE.
VM. KIEKK, Propr.
To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard's Mills are selling good
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
Nothing but fun at the Elks' theatre tonight. The Huston and Franklin company give their best performance. It Is the last night of their
stay, bo see It; 15, 25 and 35 cents.

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING
HARNESS

MACHINES

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements

Hm

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

Winona Wagons

-

EGG BOXES. ONE DOZEV SIZE,
i
CT8. EACH. E. W. FEE, 603
SOPT1I FIRST STREET.
SaV

AUCTION
Thursdny afternoon,

March

7,

at

0

1:30 sharp, I will sell the entire furnishings of Mrs. A. S. Murphy's

handsomely
furnished
home at 418 West Silver avenue. The
goods consist, in part, of
range, gasoline range, kitchen utensils, dishes, glassware, dining table,
six dining chaJrs, three heating stoves
sewing machine, sanitary couch. Iron
and wooden beds, chiffonier, dressers,
washstands, rockers, parlor furniture,
folding bed, desk, couch, pictures,
center tables, $400 piano, in fact, the
complete furnishings of an eight-roohome.
Goods absolutely sanitary.
Inspect Wednesday before sale. Positively nothing will be disposed of before date of sale.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
Constipation causes headache nausea, dizziness, languor, heart palpitation.
Drastic physics gripe, sicken,
weaken the bowels and don't cur?.
Doan's Regulets act gently and cure
constipation. 25 cents.
Ask your
druggist.
eight-roo-

m

0o
o

Wholesale Distributors

six-ho- le

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

o

m

Harvesting Machinery

0

.Not Made by the Trust i.
O
O Lightest Running, Strongest. Wear Longer, Cost
- - -

.NOT

LAY

FEF.I OUR PREPARATION'S
FOR LAYING HEN'S. SHOULD YOU
GET NO EGGS, THE PEFJ COSTS
YOU NfXrillN'U. A VERY FAHt
PROPOSITION. TRY IT.
ING

O

10. W. FEE,
002 S. FIRST ST.

See The Counterfeiters

On March 13th 13r. Chas A. Payne
world-wid- e
traveler, will

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money rematn In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and mora Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and ofTert exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

deliver one ot his famous lluatrated
In
the First Methodist
lectures
church. This Is Dr. Payne's tlfth up- pearance before an Albuquerque aud
ience.
WHITCOMll SPRINGS.
We will rent for the season the fa
mous Whllcomb Springs property
M
furnished.
completely
John
Moore Realty Co.

WE

for The Citizen and get

The horseshoers of Albuquer- - V
que In general have decided on 4T
a slight advance in horse-sho4
Ing, owing to an advance in the
ltcginnlng
price of material,
with March 1.
e-

R.R.

BOUGHT. SOLD

AND

EXCHAN6EU

Mssoolatlon Offlet

Transaction!
Cuaranttto

1

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
VERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Al TMC
COLOMBO
Admissioa

HALL

60s

).::

Address Home Office,

13

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCKCOL
Ladies Free

o
o
o
ON
w
0
0
0
O
0
0

Home Insurance the Best

avu.mt:.

TICKETS

0O

2CSE

a iiozmn.

1

Albuquerque, Nei Mexico

at

tints
tiu
CHXMI'ION (JIMKT'.ltY CO.. COR
AM) TI.I1IKAS
Nlllt
30

Write For Prices

mouth rirtt atrmmt
lie,403.UT,North
4oi,
rirmt mtroot

113.

Elks'
theatre tonight; 15, 25, and 35 cents.
"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
years. No appetite, and what I did
eat distressed me terribly.
Burdock
J. H.
Blood Bitters cured me.
Wulker, Sunbury, Ohio.
CHAMPION (JIUHHIIY.
V. WW.
AMj OI K
NK1.I.IXU
CANXi;
Till I TS AT 12 '4 f TINTS
CAN. STItlCTI.Y ITtKSII HAXCH

i:;;s,

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

EGGS.

IF VOm HENS ABE

ROSENFIEID'S,

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Prices $2.00 to $5.00

....
W. H. HAHN & CO.

T

m

In Light Greys, Tans and Blacks

206 W. Gold Avenue

COAL

ittt) itlit U i t t t t

1

Lindemann,

d

the news.

&

&

A few cents will buy a pair of our
shoe laces, which will Improve the
looks or your footwear 100 per cent.
We have all kinds, leather, cotton.
linen or silk. In brown, white or
mack. Prices run from 2 He to 25c
C. Mays Sho
stare .ill "Vest Kail-roaavenue.
See the funny old tramp and Sis
Hopkins at Elks' theatre. it you

Sulworlh

ror Spring Have Arrived

1900

Genuine American
block, per
ton
$0.50
Ccrrlllos Lump
$6.60
Anthracite Nnt
$8.60
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnaco
$9.50
sizes
Clean Gaa Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
$2.25
Green Bf 111 Wood, per load

author and

.

HATS!

.

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

boy.

Wil-nesda-

Capitol Coffee
s

MOW

ft, f MT.

In the purchase of a Piano

.

Phillip Jugles, of I.os l.uinis. visited with Albuquerque friends yesterday.
Hon. Hsquipula liaia. of Pena
Klanca, is registered at the Slurge s
hotel.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Degree of Honor at odd Fellow
hall tomorrow night.
Mesdames M. H. Wood and William
Opelt are here from Golden, N. M., on
a shopping trip.
George S. Houek, of Ottawa, Kan .
Is in the city for a few days.
He Is
en route to California.
John James and K. J. Ferguson,
two stockmen from Pecos, Texas, are
stopping at the Savoy.
A
Pennsylvania railway special,
consisting of seven coaches, passed
through the city this noon en route
east.
D. C Hobart and K. X. Hobart, two
well known citizens of Silver City, N.
M., are In Albuquerque on a brl'f
visit.
y
The Martha society will meet
afternoon at 2:30, at th
home of Mrs. O. Stripe, 636 South
Hroadway.
Joe Ollphant, shipping clerk for L.
It. Putney, has returned to his duti 3
after nursing a broken rib for a couple of weeks.
Newcomer's bookstore was closed
this afternoon on account of the funeral of Mr. Matson, whose death occurred Saturday afternoon.
The Floyd Moore cottage, 309
South Walter street has been pur
Mr. An
chased by J. W. Anderson.
derson will make It his home.
T. R. Overton, the marble cutter
hi
will form a partnership with
nephew, Lou Overtor who arrlvv.
last night from West Plains, Mo.
George F. Moye, a popular transfe
man of Las Vegas, was among the ar
Mr. Moye Is als
rivals last night.
an extensive dealer In live Btock.
Charles Rossi and George Bolton
of the Kuropean club, returned ye
terday morning from a week s recre
atlon spent at Faywood Hot Spring"
Mrs. Mattle Hanel seeks legal sepa
ration from her husband, Joseph A,
Hanel in the Bernalillo county dis
trict court by her attorney, W. C
Heacock.
The Star Hay & Grain Co.. against
Mrs. Francis Hogan is the 'title of a
suit filed In the Bernalilo county dls
trlct court this morning by Attorney
James F. Brown.
The regular monthly
business
meeting of the St. John's Guild will
be held at the home of Mrs. H. 8
Rody, Wednesday afternoon, at 11:30
A full attendance is requested.
The Grand Central hotel is being
Improved in appearance by the appll
cation of new wall paper In the hall
and all the rooms. The second
story of the N. T. Armijo building
will also be treated In a like manne
throughout.
R. H. Jaffa, for six years with SI
avenue
mon Stern, the Railroad
clothier, as salesman and advertising
manager, leaves Saturday night for
Kansas City, where he will be con
nected with the Ellet Kendall Shoe
company, as a traveling representa

1.00
3.50
5.00
3.50
2.00
2.50
2.25

to
to
to

HATS!.

I

11

to do so.

high hImm- Mm
$2.25
Men's low mIiinv
1.65
Women's lilgh hIhm-s- . . . . 1.75
Women's low shoes.... 1.50
Women's slippers
1.10
Shoes for boys
1.25
Shoes for girls
... 1.00
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